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Dedication
This booklet aligns itself with recent breakthroughs in learning
theory, which simply return to God’s ancient way of learning. He
designed us, and also knows how we learn best. Repetition as we
study in community is one of the best ways to learn. This short
booklet gets you directly into the Psalms themselves, to discover
what the Father, Son and Spirit have for you in your life today.
I wrote this short booklet as a companion in the Psalms for
every believer. I believe God longs to speak to each of us
personally through the Psalms. The Psalms are accessible to us
through the “Spirit of wisdom and revelation.” We discover
ourselves in the Psalms in every life-circumstance, whether the
joyful or the despairing, if the wind of the Spirit is in our sails or
if life is bashing us. In any and every circumstances, the Psalms
teach us to lean into God. Make these familiar friends so you can
draw on this rich artesian well on your spiritual journey.
Special thanks to the Mount Hope Bible Fellowship Church in
Kansas for the invitation to teach a Bible conference on Psalms
13, 139, 8, 73 and 27, which I have included in the Appendix.
All scripture quotations, unless otherwise indicated, are taken
from the HOLY BIBLE, NEW INTERNATIONAL VERSION®.
NIV®. Copyright ©1973, 1978, 1984 by International Bible
Society. Used by permission of Zondervan. All rights reserved.
Copyright © 2017 by Jim Fredericks (written in 2003)
Published 2018 by Kindle Direct Publishing; USA. Web site:
JimFredericks.com; All Rights Reserved; All rights reserved.
Printed in the United States of America by Partnering 24/7. No
part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval
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Introduction to Psalms
Central Message
Community worship and private devotion through heartstirring petition and praise to our worthy God
Author, Date & Place
The Psalter is a collection of collections and represents the
final stage in a process that spanned 10 centuries (although most
of the Psalms were written between 1000-900 B.C). David and at
least six other individuals authored these inspired hymns of
worship and prayer. In the superscriptions, or titles, 73 Psalms are
ascribed to David; 12 to Asaph (50, 73-83); 12 to the sons of
Korah (42-49, 84-85, 87-88); 2 to Solomon (72, 127); 1 to Ethan
(89); 1 to Moses (90); 49 are anonymous (although some of these
“orphan” Psalms may have been composed by the author of the
previous Psalm).
Background & Purpose
The Book of Psalms is the longest and most quoted book. The
Hebrew title first assigned was Tehillim, meaning “praise songs,”
and our word, “Psalms,” comes from a Greek word that means,
“music on string instruments.” Every Psalm relates to the
consciousness of the presence of God. They are impassioned,
vivid and concrete with rich images in similes and metaphors.
These heart-stirring prayers and praises capture the essence of
what it means to walk daily in the presence of God. They express
the breadth of human responses to God and His world in the
crucible of daily life,
The Psalms range from the agony of dark depression to the
rapturous joy of the heart set free. As a whole, Psalms capture the
full range of our authentic relationship with God and provide us
with words to express our emotional pain, mental anguish, or
ecstatic joy when we might not otherwise have words for it or feel
right about expressing it to Him.
Although the Psalms are rooted in particular circumstances,
there is a universal quality about them. This timelessness comes
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from the combined spiritual experiences of the community of
God’s people over many periods of history and in a vast variety of
circumstances of life. Each writer was motivated by his desire to
respond to the revelation of the Presence of the Living and Loving
God. The Psalms are, therefore, a timeless expression of the
experience of individuals linked into the community of God’s
people and are among the best-loved and most-read parts of the
Bible.
In Proverbs we find God’s people on their feet. In Psalms we
find God’s people on their knees. What the Proverbs are to our
practical life the Psalms are to our devotional life.
As a pastor and mentor for many years, one of my most
difficult tasks has been to personally learn to press into praise and
prayer myself and also to help God’s people learn. How do we
give voice to the entire range of human experience in the Presence
of the One who created the universe?
The Psalms come to our rescue here! Many (if not most!)
Christians have a twisted view of prayer. “I’m not good enough to
pray.” Or “I need some time to polish my language so I can pray
adequately.” Or “Prayer is something pastors do.”
Getting started in prayer is fairly easy. The impulse to pray is
deep in the core of our being. “Help!” and “Thanks!” often come
easily. But where do we go as God’s people to learn to pray with
more honesty and thoroughness? Put the Psalms in a person’s
hand and send them home to pray the Psalms.
Prayer is elemental language, not advanced. It’s an honest,
authentic, true, personal response to a face-to-face relationship
with the Living and Loving God in the midst of the rough and
tumble circumstances of life. In prayer we pour out the whole
range of our life before God—including the whole scope of our
raw emotions (of anger and lament, praise and joy) and our
imperfect thoughts about God and man.
“Only as we develop raw honesty and detailed
thoroughness in our praying do we become whole, truly
human in Jesus Christ, who also prayed the Psalms”
(Eugene Peterson in his excellent introduction to the
Psalms in The Message).
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Psalms underscores the priority and the power of worship and
praise as we lean into his presence in every aspect of life so we
lean into the presence of God in every circumstance of life. The
Psalms are intended by design and content to inspire, challenge,
comfort, and transform everyone who encounters them. The spirit
of the Psalms, therefore, should be the very breath of everyone
who calls himself a true believer. Heart in Scripture includes both
our mind and our affections and our will. Do you feel that inner
draw to engage the Psalms wholeheartedly?
Key Themes
The most pervasive theological concept in the Psalms is the
supreme sovereignty of the King as Creator, Restorer and
Sustainer. The gravitational center of personal and corporate life,
history and creation is this good, great, and generous God. He
actively and sovereignly governs His people and all of His
creation. He alone provides the fundamental perspective by which
man is to view himself, his present circumstances, and his future
hope. The Psalms are for petition and for praise. Therefore, the
Psalms are not a catechism of doctrine, but an honest, sometimes
raw, expression of the whole range of feelings and thoughts.
Psalms is a great model of how the inner life and emotions of
the psalmists are shared freely and completely with God. They
vividly portray the deepest yearning of our lives, the depth of
human emotions and travail. Psalms never depicts some plastic
super-saint model. This human frustration with real pain and
suffering, injustice and deep disappointment in life without
associating such honest turmoil with a lack of faith resonates with
our own deepest experiences.
These heart-stirring prayers and praises capture the essence of
what it means to walk daily in the presence of God. They express
the breadth of human responses to God and His world in the
crucible of daily life.
As a whole, Psalms capture the full range of our authentic
relationship with God, ranging from the rawness of dark
depression to the rapturous rejoicing of the heart set free. From
doubt about God’s care to an abiding trust based on His care, even
in trials. From intense anger to contrite repentance.
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Particularly crucial for me, Psalms provide us with words to
express our emotional pain, mental anguish, or ecstatic joy when
we might not otherwise have words for it or feel right about
expressing it to Him.
Style & Structure
The Psaltery has given to the world a heritage of simple,
childlike poetic expression. It comes from the heart rather than
from a desire for artful excellence. Balance of form and sense
called parallelism characterizes Hebrew poetry rather than meter,
rhyme, and rhythm, like much of our English poetry (although
scholars ascribe a rhythmic pattern that so far has defied analysis).
As an interesting sidebar reflecting God’s heart for the nations,
poetry based on parallelism survives translation into any language
with remarkably little loss, unlike poetry that relies on complex
rhythm or rhyming.
In Hebrew poetry and wisdom language, the first line raises a
sense of expectation in the reader while the succeeding lines
satisfy that expectation. There are three major ways in which the
following line(s) repeat and develop the thought of the first line,
completive, contrastive, and comparative (although some scholars
use different descriptions).
1. Completive (synthetic) parallelism states a truth and then adds
color and substance with the second clause. The second agrees
with the first and often develops it and carries the thought to
some further point (“and,” “so,” Proverbs 20:2).
2. Contrastive (antithetical) parallelism paints the total picture by
stating the opposite side of the truth in the second line (“but,”
Proverbs 13:9).
3. Comparative parallelism uses the second line to compare
itself with the first in order to clarify or expand the meaning
(“than,” “like…so,” Proverbs 3:13-15).
4. Some scholars will debate a fourth type, which I’ve included
with completive, called synonymous parallelism. The second
clause restates the same truth given in the first line. The
difference between these two styles seems to be mainly in
degree. Does the 2nd line complete the 1st or simply repeat it?
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For simplicity, I’ve grouped these together under completive
parallelism.
In addition, there are two basic structural elements in Psalms.
First, the Psalms in our present arrangement are broken down
into five major divisions, or “Books.” Each of the five books (141, 42-72, 73-89, 90-106, and 107-150) bear a measure of topical
likeness to the corresponding book of the Pentateuch. The break
between each Book is marked by a ringing doxology of praise
punctuated by “Amen” (except no “Amen” concludes Book V).
Second, we find three general, thematic classifications or types
of Psalms (with one hybrid that is much like Proverbs, Wisdom
Psalms). Praise Psalms. Petition Psalms. Lament Psalms.
However the Psalter possesses a certain indefiniteness that defies
absolute classification since they are timeless and universal.
1. Praise Psalms (52 total, including both Hymns of Praise,
29, and Thanksgiving Psalms, 23): Praise Psalms ring with the
enthusiasm of worshippers who know that they are face-to-face
with the Living God, who delights in them. They generally have a
call to worship, a description of God’s acts or attributes, and a
conclusion calling forth fresh worship or obedience. Hymns of
Praise magnify the person of God and praise Him by describing
His nature and qualities, especially exulting in His greatness as
it’s revealed in nature and history. (8-9, 19, 29, 47-48,81, 84, 87,
93, 96-99, 103-104, 111, 113-115, 117, 134-135, 145-150).
Thanksgiving Psalms are closely akin, expressing gratitude to
God. Thanksgiving Psalms especially underscore God’s goodness
for intervening in a situation of great distress or suffering. Every
human experience is related to Him with a thankful heart (18, 30,
3334, 40, 46, 65-68, 76, 92, 95, 100, 105-107, 116, 118, 125, 136,
138, 144).
2. Petition Psalms (43 total): Petition Psalms are prayers
addressed to God reflecting emotions and thoughts arising out of
human suffering. Petitions are prayers for help from God, made
either by individuals or by communities (Ps 4-5, 16-17, 25-27, 3132, 29, 41-43, 51, 54-57, 60-64, 70-71, 82-83, 85-86, 90, 102,
109, 120, 122-124, 126, 129-120, 140-143).
3. Lament Psalms (21 total): Lament Psalms are raw,
transparent complaints that God has failed to act when or how He
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might have been expected to. These are made by both individuals
or by communities (Ps 3, 6-7, 12-13, 22, 28, 35, 38, 44, 58-59, 69,
74, 77, 79-80, 88, 110, 108, 137).
4. Wisdom Psalms (hybrid, 34 total including both
Instructional Psalms, 25, and Royal Psalms, 9): Wisdom Psalms
teach skill or expertise at taking knowledge and applying it to life.
They begin with God (“the fear of the Lord is the beginning of
wisdom”). They demonstrate what it means to be fully at God’s
disposal in every activity and relationship in life. Instructional
Psalms are a subset and teach the right way to relate to God and
man. These psalms lead us to contemplate with “one foot raised”
ready for action, including many of the same elements as Proverbs
(1, 11, 14-15, 23-24, 36, 37, 49, 50, 52-53, 73, 75, 78, 91, 94, 112,
119, 121, 127-128, 131, 133, 139). Royal Psalms speak of the
earthly king who is being crowned or who is reigning at the time.
But the final fulfillment points to the great Son of David, Jesus
Christ our Lord, in whom these ultimately are fulfilled (2, 20, 21,
45, 72, 89, 101, 110, 132).
These types of Psalms are closely aligned with each other and
our experience. For instance, we suffer a crushing blow and may
complain to God (at least that’s better than ignoring Him!) As we
pour out our raw feelings to God in prayer (lament), we return to
sanity and lift our appeals to Him with hopeful expectation
(petition). As our hearts refocus on wisdom (instruction, the right
way of living), we begin to thank God for what He’s done (we
usually notice His benefits towards us first). Praise follows for
who He is (praise psalms). Pouring out our hearts before Him
(lament) releases the petition of prayer (31:22; 64:1). Expectations
for God’s answers lead to praise and thanksgiving (30:1-2; 66:1920; 116:1; 118:21). As you read the Psalms, note the interplay of
these interrelated types of Psalms. They’re difficult to separate
and categorize…in the Psalms and in our own daily life! Psalm 13
is a short, but pertinent example of this intermingling of
responses.
Difficulties
1. Imprecatory Psalms – Many believers have trouble accepting
that the imprecatory psalms that invoke judgment or curses on
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one’s enemies even have a place in Scripture (7, 35, 55, 58,
59, 69, 79, 109, 137, 139). It’s difficult to imagine a follower
of Jesus praying for teeth to be kicked in or for children to be
dashed against a rock (Ps 137:8-9)!
 First, OT believers are no different than we are…people of
our time, more influenced by society around us than we
care to admit. OT believers lived in a time when
retribution was a fundamental principle of societies
surrounding them. The Psalms are an accurate expression
of their raw, transparent feelings in their times, but not
necessarily a godly response consistent with God’s heart.
Jesus spoke into this with His six-fold contrast of “you
have heard” “but I tell you” in Matthew 5:21-48.
 Second, God is a holy God, and we must avoid the false
belief that judgment is never appropriate. The vengeance
of God is clearly taught in the NT (Rom. 12:19-21). Their
very faith in a God of righteousness, who would reward
the righteous and condemn the wicked, encouraged them
to pray for His blessing upon themselves and for His
vengeance upon their persecutors (Lev. 24:19; Pr. 17:13).
Retribution was therefore prayed for as part of the practical
vindication of God’s actual and righteous sovereignty.
 Third, the psalmist never takes the law into his own hands.
Vengeance is seen as God’s sphere, and His alone.
Personal vengeance is condemned both in the OT and in
the NT. See Psalm 139:19-22, as David identifies with
God against His enemies, with careful words the requested
God to act, not David himself.
 Fourth, the psalmists are realistic in recognizing that right
cannot triumph without the actual overthrow of evil and
punishment of wrong. We pray “Thy Kingdom come,” but
are often horrified when the psalmist spells out in detail
what this means. Since Genesis 3 God’s people have been
at war.
 Fifth, the speaker is normally the King as representative
for God’s people on earth. The vengeance desired is a
national call for justice on the enemies of God because we
identify with Him in His holy and righteous hatred of sin.
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Sixth, many of the expressions that offend us are typically
either metaphorical (and must be interpreted figuratively)
or simply reflect the realities of ancient warfare.
2. Psalm 109:9-16: Psalm 109 is in an imprecatory psalm of
lament because of enemy attack. Verses 9-16 are difficult to
interpret. Some commentators believe that these are David’s
words against the leader of the opposition. It seems more
natural, however, to view these words as a summary of the
words of the enemy against David (note the singular “he”),
like a quotation. Why?
 First, you never hear David speaking like this anywhere
else (note how David responded to the worst attack by
Saul in 1 Sam. 24).
 Second, the imprecatory psalms are usually national, not
personal (like Psalm 137).
 Third, David refers to his enemies in the plural (25-29) in
contrast with the singular used in 6-19 referring to David.
 Fourth, if 6-19 were David’s response toward his enemies,
this response from this friend of God is inconsistent with
Jesus’ own instructions revealing the heart of the law for
our individual responses to attack (Matthew 5:38-48
amplified by Paul in Romans 12:14-21 where God avenges
and we overcome by doing them good).
 Fifth, quoting the enemies’ words is not an unusual literary
device, brings an easy harmony that loses nothing, and
provides a great example for God’s people to bring the
very worst slander from others openly into God’s
Presence.
3. Titles or Superscriptions: All but 34 of the Psalms are
prefaced with a title or heading that is later than the Psalm, but
also preserves very ancient Jewish tradition. Some refer to the
tune or musical instruments that are to accompany them. Some
give the historical circumstances behind the Psalm. Many give
the author, although these are not a certain indication of
authorship since the prepositions “of” is ambiguous in
Hebrew. A Psalm of David, for instance, may be a Psalm
written by David, written for or dedicated to David, or written
about David. In addition, Hebrew thought often is more
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community oriented. What the descendants of famous people
accomplished was often attributed to the famous person
himself. Scholars agree that the titles are very ancient. They
are, therefore, the most natural launching place to determine
both authorship and historical context, unless there is
irrefutable evidence to the contrary.
Abiding Values
1. Psalms paints the portrait of God as the good Father and great
King who sovereignly reigns over His creation and His people.
He initiates! He invades! He calls! He answers! He stirs to
worship! Because Psalms is poetry, the colors the psalmist
uses are rich with images, vivid, and impassioned. Psalms is
childlike, simple and comes first of all from the heart. This
book, therefore, fills in aspects of God’s matchless character
in a way that no other type of literature could.
2. The Psalter is an historical testimony to the faith and trust of
the people of God in the midst of the trying circumstance of
life. They echo the hopes, desires and aspirations of men and
women in every era. The Psalms are a time-tested model for
God’s people today in responding authentically to life
circumstances.
“For everything that was written in the past was written to
teach us, so that through endurance and the
encouragement of the Scriptures we might have hope”
(Rom. 15:4).
3. The Book of Psalms is a time-proven source of devotional
material. Psalms has put voice, feeling and color to the prayer
and praise life of countless saints in all walks of life. It’s the
hymnbook of the ages, providing an indispensable language
for worship. The devotional life of countless saints has been
impacted as they have prayed the Psalms back to God.
4. The Psalms also form an important background for Jesus’
ministry. He learned them in His Jewish home in His
devotions. At His baptism, His mission was stated in words of
a psalm. On the cross, a psalm came to His lips in His last
moments. The Psalms are quoted more frequently in the NT
than any other book of the OT. We’re called to become more
like Jesus and the Psalms played an integral part in His life.
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5. Throughout the centuries, many men and women of God have
read one Psalm a day, which puts us through the Psalms in
five months. Others have read five Psalms per day, reading
Psalms once per month (although you may want to break up
Psalm 119, the longest Psalm for ease in rhythm).
Record Insights, Respond, then Reflect

Book I –Adoring Worship
(Psalm 1-41)
The first book in the fivefold division of Psalms appears to
have been once in a separate Davidic collection. Every psalm
(except the anonymous psalms 1, 2, 10, and 33) are ascribed to
David in the title annotations. Psalm 1 and 2 stand as faithful
doorkeepers to the entire Psalter, the archway to enter into all the
Psalms. In Book I (in contrast to Book II) Yahweh is used for the
Lord 272 times while the more general Elohim is only used 15
times. The pervading theme of Book I is the supreme kingship of
Yahweh and His transcendent greatness and goodness coupled
with a deep and growing trust in Him in any and every
circumstance.
Psalm 1 (Instruction) (Unknown) (See Appendix for Outline):
The author and date are unknown for this classic wisdom literature
contrasting the two extreme “ways,” the righteous and wicked,
God’s way and man’s way. The godly person who delights to set
his mind and heart to know, practice, and experience God’s law is
like a well-watered tree with a fruitful, spiritually prosperous life
(1-3). The ungodly by contrast are like dry chaff, blown away by
winds (4-6). How often do I experience such delight in the Lord
through His Word?
Psalm 2 (Royal) (David): David’s messianic Psalm (cp. Acts
4:25) was originally composed for the coronation of new kings in
Judah in light of God’s covenant, but it also speaks of the
sovereign Kingship of the Lord and finds ultimate fulfillment in
His coming Son, King Jesus. This Psalm unveils the history-long
resolve of world rulers to rebel against the Lord and His anointed
King (1-3), the Lord’s disdain for His enemies (4-5; cp Heb. 1:3),
His unfailing purpose to enthrone His King, ultimately fulfilled by
Jesus’ resurrection (6-9, cp. Acts 13:33-34, Heb. 1:5, 5:5, Rom.
1:4), and the only sane response to God’s absolute sovereignty
(10-12). What response does knowing Jesus as King demand of
my life?
Psalm 3 (Lament)(David): When Absalom rebels against King
David (2 Sam. 15:13-17:22), David transparently pours out his
deep sense of betrayal, confusion and displacement before God in
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prayer (1-2). In his deep distress, David quickly goes vertical to
the Lord in prayer, reminding himself of God’s sure protection
and steadying hand (3-4). Last thing at night and first thing in the
morning, God’s Presence provides David with powerful freedom
from fear (5-6), concluding by renewing his call to the Lord again
to save and bless him (7-8). Where do I first flee in times of
distress?
Psalm 4 (Plea) (David): In this evening prayer David prays to
God for relief for God’s people when many threaten to turn away
in the midst of crushing pressures (perhaps famine, 7) because
they see no good coming from suffering (6). David honestly
brings his troubles to God in prayer (1-2), resulting in confidence,
(3), restored faith (4-5) and a present experience of peace and
security in the face of unbelief (6-8). Am I learning to trust God’s
purposes for me in the midst of hardships so that my heart moves
from unrest to peace?
Psalm 5 (Plea) (David): When his enemies spread malicious
lies to destroy him, David cries for help first thing in the morning
and waits expectantly throughout the day for the Lord’s answer
(1-3). David alternates calling for righteous judgment on the
wicked who rebel against God (4-6, 9-10) with a heart of joyous
worship that experiences God’s blessings (7-8, 11-12). How do I
respond when someone spreads what I perceive as lies?
Psalm 6 (Lament) (David): David expresses his deep agony
that God is using his enemies to chasten him (1). He then pleas for
God’s mercy to heal him from his sickness and to deliver from his
enemies (2-5), graphically describes his response to his sufferings
(6-7), and warns his enemies to depart since agony has turned to
buoyant confidence that God will answer his prayer (8-10).
What’s in this Psalm to help me respond when I’m in deep agony?
Psalm 7 (Lament) (David): Cush, the Benjamite, mentioned in
the inscription could have been one of Saul’s henchmen sent to
kill David in the wilderness (1 Sam. 22:1-26:25). If so, David
confidently appeals to God for deliverance from these determined
attempts to harm him (1-2), pleads his own innocence (3-5), calls
to the Judge of the whole earth to support the right and judge the
wicked (6-13), and comforts himself with the common wisdom
that under God’s rule “crime doesn’t pay” (14-16). David
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concludes on a high note of confidence as he resolves to thank and
praise His sovereign King despite his ongoing circumstances (17).
According to v. 17, how should I always end prayer, even before I
see God answer?
Psalm 8 (Hymn of Praise) (David) (See Appendix for
Amplified Article from Bible Conference): Perhaps the occasion
for this astonishing Psalm is a quiet time of contemplation while
David tended sheep alone in the wilderness. While gazing at the
heavens and possibly meditating on the “dust and divinity” of
mankind from the creation account in Genesis 1-2, David
poetically celebrates God’s breathtaking design of mankind and
the place of honor accorded him. This enthusiastic worshipper,
who knows he’s face-to-face with the Living God, leaves us
awestruck as he frames this incredible masterpiece with a ringing
declaration of the incomparable majesty of the Lord (1, 9). Inside
the frame of the majesty of God, the central picture is the praise of
man as God’s vice-regent, made in His image, a little lower than
the Creator God Himself (the NASB is a good, alternate
translation). God uses weak people to confound the mighty (2) by
entrusting His creation to the rule of mankind (3-8). The author of
Hebrews applies this to Jesus (Heb. 2:6-9). Do I take regular time
alone with God just to contemplate His majesty? Am I more
focused on my weakness or my call to partner with God in His
Kingdom-plan?
Psalm 9 (Plea) (David): In the LXX (Greek translation of the
OT) Psalms 9 and 10 are combined, forming a somewhat broken
alphabetic acrostic. David begins with an outburst of
wholehearted (heart = core of our being), joyous worship of the
Most High (1-2) because he’s absolutely certain that God will win
out in the end (3-6, theologians call this an “eschatological vision
of final judgment”). David then celebrates that this righteous,
eternal rule of the Lord affects the affairs of men today (7-10, our
confident view of eternity, the doctrine of hopw, exerts a powerful
force in our lives today), exhorts the people to also praise the King
(11-12, praise is a community matter, not just private!), and
finally calls on the Lord to intervene once again so that the
righteous will be delivered now and have fresh stories of His care
to tell others (13-20). How am I encouraged today and for the
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long-term that the Lord has never forsaken those who seek Him (v.
10)? How am I practicing the full orbed balance of v. 11, both
worshipping and proclaiming?
Psalm 10 (Lament) (David, see Psalm 9): In this lament Psalm
David embodies transparency before God as he asks the question
of his heart (a sense of forsakeness or abandonment) that many of
us secretly stuff during times of trouble (1). After exploring the
ways and motives of the wicked (2-11), David goes vertical. He
petitions the Lord to deliver the helpless because He’s King
forever, the Helper of all those who have no one but Himself (1216), and expresses unshaken confidence that the Lord has not only
heard him in his moment of distress, but has also answered his
prayer (17-18). Am I transparent enough in my relationship with
the Lord to ask Him the tough questions of my heart?
Psalm 11 (Instruction) (David): As a grave peril confronts
David, he faced the temptation to flee when those around him lost
perspective, believing that the spiritual foundations were being
destroyed (1-3). Expediency or faith? David testifies in this most
personal way of his unshakable trust in the Lord and of his rocksure confidence that the wicked will be punished, knowing with
certainty that he will enjoy the manifest Presence of the Lord (47). Where do I flee to when those around me say the very
foundations are being destroyed?
Psalm 12 (Lament) (David): The wicked are so aggressive in
evil doing that David looses perspective like the prophet Elijah
after him (2 Kings 19:4, 10, 14, 18), saying that the righteous have
disappeared from the earth. Where does David go in this dark hour
of persecution? He cries out to the only Source for help, the Lord
(1, negative exaggeration is normal when we’re in distress). David
contrasts their words that cannot be trusted (2-4) with the
inbreaking of the Lord’s reassuring words that are flawless (5-6),
and concludes by placing his faith in the utterly dependable
promises of God , even while the wicked strut their stuff (7-8).
Have I learned David’s simple prayer, “Help, Lord!”? Do I
expect the Lord to speak to me in the midst of tough times (v. 5)?
Psalm 13 (Lament) (David) (See Appendix for Amplified
Article from Bible Conference): From deep despair to exultant
trust, the innermost longings of a troubled soul are expressed in
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this psalm, which is a paradigm or model for the other Lament
Psalms. Listen to how many people whine today. Few Christians
today have learned how to whine in a way that releases life. Paul
reminds us in Philippians 2:14-16 not to whine or complain. On
the other hand, stuffing our complaints is never God’s way. God
desires transparent honesty. He does not want us to bring our fakeself, but meets us at the point of real, raw transparency. David
models for us proper “lament” in the first two verses. Bring any
complaints directly to God. Rest in the pain for a minute or two.
Lean in to Him with frank honesty in the midst of your pain. God
knows what you are thinking anyway. David is painfully real with
the Lord about his doubt and despair when he’s feeling alone and
abandoned (1-2), chooses to turn his heart to the Lord in prayer in
the midst of doubt and dejection (3-4), and concludes with an
eloquent and heart-felt expression of trusting, joyous praise (5-6).
How does the psalmist turn so quickly from despair to praise?
This Psalm is a wonderful summary the Psalms as a whole and a
great description of how we may personally respond to sorrows
and heartaches. First, stay real and present with God in talking
with Him honestly, even in times of fear and doubt (Lament
Psalms). Second, we then begin to move to prayer as we look to
the Lord for help and answers (Petition Psalms). Finally, we begin
to praise and thank God because we trust who He is and what He
does (Praise Psalms and Thanksgiving Psalms). What can I learn
from David about how to handle doubt or despair in its early
stages to protect against depression?
Psalm 14 (Instruction) (David): This instructional psalm
describes the futility of the fool, the practical atheist who acts as if
God does not exist. Paul applies this to the lost (Rom. 3:10-12),
but in crisis many religious people operate out of their unaided
strength as if God did not exist. The bias towards sin in society
since the Genesis 3 Fall is universal (1-3), but God not only exists,
He intervenes with His personal Presence to deal with evildoers
and help the poor (4-6). God’s Presence calls forth the deep
longing in David’s heart for the Kingdom of God to have full
sway on earth, his one glimmer of hope in this dark period (7,
“Thy Kingdom come.”) Are the values of my life molded more by
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the foolish response of society around me (1-3) or by an
awareness of God’s Presence with His people (5)?
Psalm 15 (Instruction) (David): This instructional Psalm
stands in sharp contrast to Psalm 14, describing what God requires
of the wise who seek personal relationship with Him. It begins
with a pertinent question, forcing God’s people to think and
reflect (1). God’s eleven-fold description of moral righteousness
includes right conduct, words, attitudes, and relationship to
finances (2-5b). The one who does these things (not just knows to
do them) will remain stable and unshakable in an unstable world
(5b). In light of Psalm 15, am I the kind of person who lives in
God’s Presence?
Psalm 16 (Plea) (David) (See Appendix for Outline with
Annotation): Miktam in the superscription remains unexplained,
although David’s Petition Psalms 56-60 were occasioned by great
danger. In the midst of great danger, David pleads for protection,
even while expressing a deep, joyful satisfaction with his personal
relationship to God. The person who sets his heart wholly on God
(1-2), finds joyful delight and incontestable security for the
present (3-7, including fellowship with His people, 3-4, a beautiful
spiritual heritage from His hand, 5-6, guidance by His Presence,
6-7) and confident assurance for what lies ahead in the future (911, quoted in reference to Christ, Acts 2:25-28, 31; Acts 13:35). Is
David’s prayer in v. 2 the prayer of my heart? Do the same
delight and joy as David’s characterize my life?
Psalm 17 (Plea) (David): Although many of the psalms are
prayers of petition, only five are designated as “prayers” (17, 86,
90, 102, 142). While again under attack from his enemies, David
lifts up his heart to the Lord in devotion and confidence. David
appeals to God from a clear conscience (1-5, not righteous in the
sense of perfect and sinless, but his sin has been dealt with by
God, like Paul in Phil. 3:4-6), calls on the Lord to protect him
from wicked people because David knows that he’s cherished by
this loving, all-powerful Friend (6-14), and concludes with
unswerving confidence and complete satisfaction to be in the
Presence of the One who loves him (15). When I feel attacked, is
my first instinct to turn to my Divine Friend because I know He
cherishes me?
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Psalm 18 (Thanksgiving) (David): David wrote this 4th
longest Psalm in the Psalter after the death of Saul when God had
secured the kingdom for David (see 2 Sam. 22). In this victory
song of thanksgiving, David begins and ends with an exuberant
outburst of joy, love and praise for the Lord (1-3 and 46-50).
Between these shouts of worship, David briefly describes his dire
plight and first response (4-6), paints a poetic picture in vivid
imagery of God’s strength and power in rescuing him (7-18, note
God’s initiative throughout), describes the basis for this rescue
(19-24, God’s reason, 19 and David’s response, 20-24), and then
rehearses the partnership in victory he has had together with God,
to whom David owes his life, his kingdom, his
triumphs…everything…(25-45). What bursts into my heart as I
rehearse how faithfully the Lord has dealt with me in the past?
Psalm 19 (Hymn of Praise) (David) (See Appendix for
Outline): In this Hymn of Praise David reflects on the glory of
God in natural revelation as the silent creation speaks
continuously of its Maker (1-6) and the glory of God in special
revelation brought to light through the life-nurturing law of the
Lord (7-11). Meditating on this law (God’s Word) ushers David to
his own need for protection and cleansing from sin (12-13) and
the fresh presentation of his life as a sacrifice of praise to His
wonderful Creator (14, cp. Paul’s similar response in Rom. 12:1).
Is my study and meditation on God’s Word producing similar
results in my personal experience?
Psalm 20 (Royal) (David): As with many of the Royal Psalms,
there is a near view (the Israelite kings in general and king David
in particular) and a far fulfillment (ultimately fulfilled in King
Jesus, here as the burnt offering Himself, 3). This Psalm is a
liturgy of prayer for the king just before he goes out to fight his
enemies in battle (cp. 2 Chron. 20:1-30). David recalls the public
prayer from the people for Israel’s victory (1-5), a first person
response, perhaps by the king (6), and finally the army’s
expression of trust in the Lord Himself as their only hope for
victory, not the visible military might (7-8) and cry of intercession
to the Lord for the king (9). Is my confidence in crisis in visible
means of support or in the Lord of all?
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Psalm 21 (Royal) (David): Psalm 20 and 21 are closely linked
in Israel’s history, as they should be in our own personal history.
In Psalm 20 a battle is about to be waged and in Psalm 21 the
battle has been won and the people give thanks to the Lord for the
victory and for further victories to come. As in many Royal
Psalms, this one is partly Messianic (e.g. 4-6, 10-12), the language
being hyperbolic in relation to David, but literally true of Christ.
Psalm 21 is framed by the bookend verses expressing joy and
thanksgiving for the king’s victories in the Lord’s strength (1, 13).
The centerpiece of the Psalm is the king’s human response of trust
to the Lord’s divine revelation of the unfailing love of the Most
High (7). On either side of the centerpiece, the people gratefully
celebrate the many favors to the king (2-6) and anticipate the
future victories of their triumphant king (8-12). Am I rejoicing in
the Lord, strong and loving, as the centerpiece of my life or have I
allowed some compulsion of the world to slip in as centerpiece?
Psalm 22 (Lament) (David): No other Psalm is quoted more
frequently in the NT than this Lament Psalm. It so aptly captures
the crucifixion passion of Jesus Christ in David’s anguished
prayer as a godly sufferer victimized by the vicious and prolonged
attacks of self-appointed enemies. In a staccato-like way, despair
alternates with delight, depending on David’s focus (his own
circumstances or his Lord’s provision). Despite his feelings of
apparent rejection by God (1-2) and by men (6-8), David
expresses his deep, abiding trust in the Lord (3-5, 9-10) and asks
God for His help and deliverance in the face of enemy attack (1121, note the highly metaphorical language for his enemies, “bulls”
“lion” “dogs”). Even in the midst of this crushing trial, David
constantly invites others who seek the Lord to join with him in
praise because God hears prayer (22-26) and concludes by
prophesying the future worldwide worship of the Sovereign and
Righteous King (27-31). “Yes, Jesus, come quickly!” Does my
faith rest on the same foundation as David’s and Jesus’ when
sufferings crash into my life uninvited (3-5, 9-11)?
Psalm 23 (Instruction) (David) (See Appendix for Outline
with Annotation): The shepherd-king, David, expresses joyful
trust in the Lord in one of the best-known and -loved psalms of all
time. This beautiful Psalm could have accompanied a festival of
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praise at “the house of the Lord” and neatly divides into two,
balanced stanzas, each with four couplets (a couplet is one line of
Hebrew poetry). David picturesquely describes the Lord as the
great Shepherd who provides, guides and protects His sheep with
His powerful Presence (1-4) and the gracious Host who
abundantly provides, protects, and blesses His guests with His
loving Presence (5-6). What effect does this Reality of the Lord as
my Great Shepherd and Gracious Host have on my daily life?
Psalm 24 (Instruction): The Good Shepherd of Psalm 22 who
lays down His life for His sheep (John 10:11-18) and the Great
Shepherd of Psalm 23 who cares for His sheep (Heb. 13:20-21)
points to the Chief Shepherd of Psalm 24, the King of glory, who
comes again to affirm and reward His sheep (1 Peter 5:4). David
may have composed this processional psalm on that great
occasion in his life when he first brought the Ark to Jerusalem,
dancing in joy before the outward symbol of God’s Presence
among them (2 Sam. 6:12-15). The Psalm begins with a Hymn of
Praise establishing the Lord as the Owner and Creator of the
whole world and therefore worthy of all worship and loyalty (1-2).
David then reveals the characteristics of those who desire to seek
His face and worship Him (3-6) and heralds the certain coming of
the sovereign King of glory, both now in our lives as a joyful
foretaste and ultimately when He returns a second time in full
majesty and glory as King of Kings (7-10). Do I worship this
Sovereign Shepherd-King revealed here or some lesser picture of
god I have painted in my mind? What does my life reflect?
Psalm 25 (Plea) (David): In this alphabetic acrostic psalm
(with a few exceptions) David is harassed by the incessant attack
of his enemies and disquieted in his own conscience. Deeply
aware of his need in his current distress, David deliberately turns
to the face-to-face relationship with the Lord and prays for
protection (1-3), guidance and forgiveness (4-7). He then appeals
to God’s covenant nature as the basis for this protection, guidance
and forgiveness (8-15) and again prays confidently for deliverance
despite his present loneliness and anguish (16-21). Are my eyes as
steadfastly focused on the Lord’s unchanging character during my
distress as David’s (8-15)?
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Psalm 26 (Plea) (David): David is not claiming self-righteous
perfection like the Pharisee in Luke 18:9-14, but a clear
conscience and consistent life of trust in the Lord. David asks for
divine vindication for his integrity, inviting the Lord to examine
every aspect of his life since only the Lord sees accurately (1-3;
cp. 1 Cor. 4:3-5). David then describes the general tenor of his life
(4-8, not just freedom from sin, but passion for the Presence of
God) and appeals to the merciful Lord to deliver him from the fate
of the wicked (9-11), resolving to publicly praise the Lord for His
sure answer (12). I invite you, Lord, to examine my life. What is it
that I most love today (cp. verse 8)?
Psalm 27 (Plea) (David) (See Appendix for Amplified Article
from Bible Conference): Oftentimes when life comes crashing in
around us we need to realign our spiritual compass to “true north.”
This Psalm of spiritual orientation in three stanzas refocuses our
spiritual vision by answering the question, “What is the
orientation of my life?” This radical turning of David’s whole
being toward the “true north” of God’s Presence at the onset of
each of the three stanzas (1, 4, 7-8) sets the compass for his
healthy responses to tough life-circumstances. First, God’s
presence provides light and security, driving out fear and
establishing confidence (1-3). Second, God’s presence provides
safety and victory in days when trouble threatens to overwhelm
(4-6). Third, God’s presence is David’s Confidante and Guide in
times of uncertainty and painful abandonment (7-14). Fourth,
God’s presence provides confidence, strength and patience in
every aspect of life ((13-14). Is the Presence of God the driving
factor in every aspect of my life?
Psalm 28 (Lament) (David): Danger! What’s David’s initial
response? Danger leads to a cry for help (1-2), a plea that the Lord
enthroned in the temple will deal in judgment with the evil men
(3-5), turns into joyful praise at the assurance that God has heard
him and will answer (6-7), and the circle is completed in
intercession for God’s people that He will personally shepherd
them (8-9). What is my initial response to danger?
Psalm 29 (Hymn of Praise) (David): “In the torrent of rain,
the ear-splitting thunderclaps, the blaze of lightning, the roaring
wind that sets the great forests in motion, the psalmist hears God’s
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voice” and sees His glory (Eerdmans’ Handbook to the Bible).
The name of the Lord (Yahweh, LORD) occurs 18 times in this
brief, God-oriented psalm of praise. David begins with a summons
for all God’s people to worship the omnipotent Lord (1-2), who
controls nature and reveals Himself both in nature (3-10) and in
blessing His people because He is King forever (11). Am I so
God-oriented in my view of life that events of nature usher me into
the Lord’s Presence to hear His voice and to worship Him as King
forever?
Psalm 30 (Thanksgiving) (David): The context of this eruption
of gratefulness is probably 1 Chronicles 21:1-22:6, David’s
dedication of both property and building material for the temple
after his sin of trusting in the size of his armies. In later Jewish
liturgical practice, Israel chanted Psalm 30 on Hanukkah, the feast
that celebrates the rededication of the temple in 165 B.C., the “I”
of the psalm becoming the corporate “person” of Israel. David
vividly paints the picture of the occasion for thanksgiving (1-3),
calls God’s people to worship and thank Him for His faithful care
(4-5), expresses his utter dependence on God’s favor and mercy
(6-10), and concludes with a crescendo of exuberant praise to last
a lifetime (11-12). After times of discipline from my heavenly
Father, do I quickly remember that His discipline lasts for a
moment, but His merciful favor continues for a lifetime?
Psalm 31 (Plea) (David): With His last dying breath, Jesus
strengthened Himself with the words of this psalm (Lk 23:46
quoting verse 5). Our Lord provided His people everywhere with
a powerful model of sturdy trust when human forces threaten to
engulf us (1 Peter 2:21-23). David launches this psalm with a
heartfelt appeal to the Lord, His secure refuge (1-5). He concludes
by exhorting God’s people to be strong by giving back God’s fullorbed, covenant love to Him (23-24). Within this divine frame,
David weaves two powerful themes together in 6-22. First is
God’s loving and reigning presence, His rock of refuge within the
storms of life. Second, David interweaves lament as he vulnerably
recounts his personal story with transparent authenticity about his
physical and emotional state. God’s presence includes experienced
joy and love, mercy and trust, goodness and answered prayer.
David’s ongoing surrender to God’s presence becomes both his
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secure refuge and also the cozy hearth in his home, even in the
midst of trials. Is God’s presence this real to me in the midst of
hard times, releasing in me a gut-level honesty before God?
Psalm 32 (Plea) (David) (See Appendix for Outline): This
psalm contrasts the intolerable burden and anguish of suppressed
sin with the exuberant joy that comes as a result of confession,
forgiveness, and renewed commitment to God’s reign in a life.
This could be a sequel to Psalm 51, where David confesses his sin
with Bathsheba. David describes the indescribably happy state of
freedom for those who experience God’s forgiveness following
chastening and confession (1-5). What are the immediate
responses as our hearts are set free? David abandons himself
afresh to God, especially in trials (6-7), rehearses what God spoke
to his heart after confession (8-9), and encourages others with the
Lord’s surrounding love, rejoicing exuberantly in the Lord alone
who is the only real source of security in this life and the next (1011). Do I keep short accounts with the Lord and experience my
heritage of blessedness and joy?
Psalm 33 (Thanksgiving) (one of only four anonymous psalms
in Book 1): Fresh experience of God calls forth new expressions
of praise and thanksgiving from His people. Sing aloud God’s
praise. Tune up the praise band. Lift up thankful hearts. Stand in
awe of his sovereign plan. Drink deeply of His unfailing love. The
psalmist begins with a call to worship (1-3) and concludes with a
response to worship (20-22). Sandwiched between is a litany of
benefits flowing from an intimate relationship with our awesome
God because He is our loving Creator (4-9) and our ever-watchful
King (10-19). As I behold God’s creation around me, do I
experience the eyes of the unfailing love of my Creator on me?
Psalm 34 (Thanksgiving) (David): According to the
superscription in this acrostic psalm (like Psalm 25) David
describes the time he feigned insanity before Achish (1 Sam.
21:10-22:2), although he uses the dynastic title Abimelech (cp.
Genesis 20 and 26). David wrote this to praise the Lord for His
deliverance in answer to prayer, despite his shameful and unwise
actions, perhaps in the cave of Adullam for the instruction of his
ragamuffin followers. David first exhorts God’s people to
unending praise that ushers in answered prayer (1-7). In the
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manner of the wisdom teachers David then instructs those who
follow the Lord to treasure the intimate Presence of the Lord (810, “taste”, “take refuge”, “fear”, “seek” are all synonyms for the
intimacy of a face-to-face relationship available to God’s people),
to obey with godly responses (11-14), and to trust God’s nearness
as our ultimate safety (15-18) since our misfortunes may be many,
but our Lord is far greater (19-22). Do I confidently taste the
Lord’s goodness in the midst of trying times?
Psalm 35 (Lament) (David): In this imprecatory psalm (see
“Difficulties”) David first looks up to the Lord as the WarriorKing who rescues (1-3) and then petitions Him three times to
bring destruction on his enemies followed by a fresh vow to thank
the Lord. “Lord, pay back in their own coin those who seek my
life and I will delight in your provision” (4-10). “Lord, don’t delay
to intervene with those who hate me unjustly despite my tender
friendship toward them and I will thank you publicly” (11-18).
“Lord, awake and defend me against those who gloat over my
predicament and I will speak of your righteousness all day long”
(17-28). Do I transparently bring my whole range of emotions to
the Lord in prayer and then conclude with thanksgiving to Him?
Psalm 36 (Instruction) (David): In a flash of Holy Spirit
insight (1a, “oracle…within my heart”) God peals away the
outward veneer of the wicked to expose their true godless nature
against the backdrop of the true nature of God. David graphically
describes the inner thoughts and values of the godless (1b-4) and
contrasts these with God’s loving faithfulness towards the lost as
He constantly works to bring them to relationship with Him (5-9,
“common grace”) and towards His people as He protects and cares
for those who intimately know Him (10-12, “special grace.”) Do I
walk in the same Holy Spirit insight into the nature of the wicked
and of God so I can have the Lord’s heart for the godless?
Psalm 37 (Instruction) (David): This acrostic psalm (every
second verse begins with successive letters of the Hebrew
alphabet) is chock full of the kind of proverbial sayings that
wisdom literature loves. Look around anywhere. The wicked are
flagrantly disobeying God’s law and seemingly getting away with
it. Don’t fret! Life is not what it seems! Their time will soon be
up, but God’s people will live on (“inherit the land”, 9, 11, 22, 29)
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in the Lord’s blessing and security! David frames the psalm with
the two main themes by contrasting the brief career of the wicked
(1-2) with the Lord’s sustaining help to the righteous (39-40). My
summary is: “Snuggle closely into the Sovereign Lord with
delighted satisfaction and do the good He places in your heart.”
These main themes are first developed (3-11) and then hammered
home with the repetition of a great teacher instructing his students
on the “main and the plain” of life, the essentials (12-38). Is my
everyday life characterized by the qualities in verses 3-8?
Psalm 38 (Lament) (David): Sin comes with an exorbitant
price tag! In three progressive movements, each beginning with an
address to God, David sketches out some of the consequences of
sin and points to the only Source of help. David experiences the
crushing weight of his physical sickness and mental anguish (1-8)
and the relational aloneness of abandonment by friends and attack
from enemies (9-14), but uses this emotional pain and unjust
attack to take personal responsibility for his sin (confession rather
than blame shifting) and press even more fervently into His caring
Presence (15-22). Do I bring my sin quickly to the Lord with the
confident assurance that He will answer and draw near (1, 9, 15,
22)?
Psalm 39 (Plea) (David): Every day we run smack into fresh
reminders of the frailty of life (an energetic 2-year old girl with
leukemia, a senseless accident that suddenly takes the life of a
loved one, aches and pains, another bout with a besetting sin we
thought we had behind us). How do I respond? Do I vent and
vomit all over others? Do I stuff it down like a turtle retreating
into its shell? Or like David do I vulnerably bring my deeply
troubled engagements with the brevity of human life to Him in
poignant prayer? David struggles to contain his words for fear of
disloyalty towards God before the wicked, but deep feelings are so
powerful they will find expression (1-3). So David does speak out,
but he wisely “goes vertical” and prays to the Lord for insight into
His purpose for his own life and patient acceptance of our brief
span on earth (4-6) and asks the Lord to remove His chastening
hand from his life in view of its shortness (7-13). Do I utilize these
reflective times to ask God to clarify my life-purpose?
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Psalm 40 (Thanksgiving) David): As with many of the psalms,
the words of David’s dedication (6-8) go beyond him to the Lord
Jesus, who left heaven and came to be the obedient Sacrifice to
end all sacrifices (Heb. 10:5-7). It also speaks to us, as David
models for Christians throughout the ages a healthy response to
hard problems. With a heart brimming with gratefulness, David
rehearses the Lord’s marvelous past mercies in answer to prayer
(1-3) and joyfully offers his life afresh to do what’s in full accord
with God’s desire, including boldly telling others about His
faithfulness (4-10). These form the framework for his realistic
examination of a new problem, a transparent appraisal of his
responsibility in it, and his fresh appeal to the Lord who is always
pleased to come alongside to help (11-17). When inward or
outward troubles come upon me, what personal changes would I
need to make so that verse 1 would become my normal
experience?
Psalm 41 (Plea) (David): As an exclamation point at the end
of each of the five books in psalms is a doxology of praise that
properly belongs to the entire book, not just to the last psalm (like
41:13). This prayer for mercy when David was seriously ill as a
consequence of sin is an amplification of Jesus’ beatitude
recorded in Matthew 5:7 “blessed are the merciful, for they shall
be shown mercy.” David instructs the congregation that the
merciful will receive mercy (1-3), asks the Lord to have mercy on
him as he confesses his sin (4), laments over his experience with
those who did not show him mercy (5-9), and confidently
embraces the Lord’s Presence, the One who is overflowing with
mercy (10-12). Am I a reflection of my merciful Father in heaven?
Record Insights, Respond, then Reflect
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Book II – Wondering Worship
(Psalm 42-72)
The second book in the fivefold division of the Psalms seems
to be a part of a larger collection (Psalms 42-83) that uses the
name Elohim (164 times) instead of Yahweh (only 30 times).
Book 2 consists of a smaller collections of psalms connected with
the Levitical family called the Sons of Korah (42-49), the Miktam
Psalms of David (56-60) and a small collection of trust Psalms by
David (61-64) along with other individual Psalms associated with
David, and one each from Asaph and Solomon.
Psalm 42-43 (Plea) (Sons of Korah): These are “twin” Psalms
for many reasons. (1) The single theme of the two psalms, (2) the
internal form with the same refrain ending each of the three
thematic movements (42:5, 42:11, 43:5), (3) the absence of a title
for Psalm 43, and (3) Jewish tradition all point to one, single
literary unit. Surrounded in the north of Palestine by those who
mock his deep longings for God, a worshipper wrote this sadly
beautiful poem, mingling longing and hope. When he was unable
to make his normal pilgrimage to the Temple, He was taunted
with “Where is your God?” The psalmist first expresses his
theologically rich, deep yearnings for God’s presence represented
by the Temple worship (42:1-5), then transparently reveals the
depths of his distress and his ongoing confidence in God as his
rock (42:6-11) and prays for deliverance from the enemy and for
restoration to God’s Presence (43:1-5). With all these good
choices, he remains “stuck in the much.” Why? The Psalmist
stops short with an “I will yet praise Him” rather than pressing
through lament to actual praise like in Psalm 13. When I’m
experiencing spiritual depression, do I imitate this model and
push into God’s Presence with emotional authenticity leading
eventually into joyful delight?
Psalm 44 (Lament) (Sons of Korah): The occasion of this
national lament psalm could not be any of the defeats announced
by the prophets as judgments on Israel’s covenant unfaithfulness
since the psalmist maintains Israel’s innocence (17-22). So
Israel’s cry for help most likely occurred after suffering a
devastating defeat at the hand of an enemy, possibly during the
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reign of Jehoshaphat or Hezekiah. Israel is bewildered! This
heartfelt cry to God taps into universal feelings experienced by
believers down through the centuries as the price of loyalty to God
in a world at war with Him (Paul quotes verse 22 in Rom. 8:36).
The nation of Israel through the psalmist reviews God’s amazing
actions in the past as a basis for confident trust in the present
distress (1-8), describes their skewed perceptions in the midst of
their humiliation with transparent candor and emotional honesty
(9-16), claims innocence based on their obedience to the covenant
and loyalty to God (17-22, i.e. no known sin is unconfessed), and
from broken hearts cries to God to awake and help because of His
unfailing covenant love (23-26). Do I push into God’s Presence
with this kind of emotional honesty and confidence when it seems
like God has deserted me?
Psalm 45 (Royal) (Sons of Korah): Israel used this song in
praise of the king on his wedding day (note title). After the exile,
it was also applied to the Messiah, the promised Son of David
who would sit on David’s throne forever. Note in verses 6-7 the
hyperbole (extravagant exaggeration to make a point) as it applies
to the historic king of Israel, but the biblical application to Christ
in Hebrews 1:8-9 in the fullest sense of its meaning. After the
psalmist pledges to perpetuate the king’s memory (1), he
eloquently praises the king (1-7), describes the glory of the king’s
wedding (8-9), gives a word to the bride (10-12, exhorts her, 1315 describes her), and pronounces a blessing on the king (16-17).
As the Bride of Christ do I have the same sense of joy and
gladness as the king’s bride?
Psalm 46 (Thanksgiving) (Sons of Korah): The invasion of
Israel by the Assyrian King, Sennacherib, during the reign of
Hezekiah (2 Kings 18:13-19:37) may form the historical
background. This this powerful Psalm celebrates the certain
triumph of God’s Kingdom. However, it also seems to anticipate
Psalm 47, which is a song of God’s kingship and thus ultimately
points to the final reign of Christ. Psalm 46 was the inspiration for
Martin Luther’s great hymn, “A Mighty Fortress Is Our God”,
which some historians claim was just as powerful a force to move
men’s hearts during the Reformation as the preaching of Luther
and Calvin. “Satisfaction and safety in the Lord Almighty in the
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midst of the churning chaos around us.” The psalmist fearlessly
confesses trust in God through any and every circumstance life
may bring (1-3) and describes the unassailable protection of the
city of God because of His Presence (4-7) and the blessings of
God’s triumph over the nations (8-11). Am I still so I may
experience the Lord as my mighty fortress?
Psalm 47 (Hymn of Praise) (Sons of Korah): This majestic
psalm celebrates the universal reign of the Lord Most High over
all the earth and is similar in content to Psalms 92-100. This psalm
is an OT anticipation of the evangelization of the nations and
points to the final reign of Christ. The psalm summons all the
nations to rejoice that the God of Israel is King over all the earth
(1-4). The center of the poem portrays the ascension of God to the
temple amid songs and shouts of joy (5-7). The conclusion point
to His final rule over all the earth (7-9). Does such a large view of
God as King frame my day today?
Psalm 48 (Hymn of Praise) (Sons of Korah): Psalms 46-48
form a trilogy of praise and thanksgiving to the Great King Most
High, probably in the historical context of deliverance from the
king of Assyria (2 Kings 18-19). Rapidly read all three together
and glean out what is said about God that makes His people so
secure in Him. In this song of Zion (Jerusalem), the psalmist
praises God and the beauty of Zion as God’s impregnable
dwelling place (1-3), describes the futile attempts of the most
powerful rulers on earth to penetrate her (4-7), expresses the
joyful response of God’s people (9-11) and invites God’s people
to carefully remember what He has done so they can tell the next
generation (12-14). What is my response to such a powerful Lord?
Psalm 49 (Instruction) (Sons of Korah): This psalm has the
taste of the Proverbs, depicting rich fools who proudly rely on
their great wealth and own efforts to assure their security in the
world. What a sharp contrast with the security the Lord provides
in Psalm 48! This wisdom psalm calls on all the world to listen
closely to this truth (1-4). Rich fools may experience a temporary
glitz and false security now (5-13), but their doom is certain (14,
16-20), in contrast to God’s people who can enjoy everlasting
intimacy with Him (15). As I iron out inequalities around me, is
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verse 15 my sure resting place from which to build my personal
priorities?
Psalm 50 (Instruction) (Asaph): God’s people are a covenant
people! Israel had wandered from their covenant-Lord and He
calls His people to account, rebuking them for their false
understanding of sacrifice (like the prophets Amos, Micah and
Isaiah). Asaph warns Israel that their covenant-Lord is coming to
call them to account (1-6), then records the Lord’s indictment
against His people who have honest intent (7-15) and who have
evil intent (16-21), concluding with instruction for correction (2223). In the last 24-hours, how well have I satisfied the Lord’s
longing for my moment-by-moment sacrifice of a grateful heart?
Psalm 51 (Plea) (David): The occasion for this profoundly
moving psalm that gives us a glimpse into the heart of a man
deeply in love with God is so critical that the inscription clearly
spells out the historical context (2 Sam. 12:1f). As the prayer of a
person who now sees himself through God’s eyes and is
heartbroken over his sin, it represents a proper response to the
Lord’s confrontation of His people in Psalm 50 and a timeless
model for God’s people throughout the ages. David’s personal
prayer for himself (1-2) and community prayer for God’s people
(18-19) frame the psalm, highlighting God’s design that we come
to God both as individuals and in community. David makes now
excuses! He takes personal responsibility for his known sins (3-6)
and asks for both cleansing from these barriers to relationship (79) and restoration of intimacy with the Lord (10-12) so that he
might tell others of Him (13-14) and praise His wonderful name
without ceasing (16-17). Are you fiving the Lord permission to:
“Search me, O Lord, and create in me a pure heart of devotion
that I may grow in intimacy with You”?
Psalm 52 (Instruction) (David): 1 Samuel 21:1-22:19 furnish
the historical background for this psalm. Under attack by an
arrogant and evil enemy, David stood in the Presence of God and
from that place of security denounced his enemies like the
prophetic denunciation in Isaiah 22:15-19. The tone of this psalm
forms a sharp contrast with Psalm 51, and underscores the
confidence God’s people possess when they stand humbly in His
Presence without the barrier of any known sin. With emotionally
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charged words David sharply contrasts the motives (1-4) and the
doom of the wicked (5) with the perspective (6-7) and delight of
the righteous (8-9). Is the delight of verses 8-9 my normal delight?
Psalm 53 (Instruction) (David): This slightly revised duplicate
of Psalm 14 is the testimony of the folly of evil men. Verse 5
suggests a miraculous deliverance as the background for adapting
Psalm 14 for the occasion (perhaps even 2 Kings 7:6-7). Although
the bias towards sin in society is universal (1), God not only
exists, but He knows the inner corruption of the fool (2-3) and
intervenes with His personal Presence to deal with them and to
protect His people (4-5). This confidence in the Lord elicits deep
longing in David for the full and final reign of the righteous
Kingdom of the Lord on earth (6). How about in me?
Psalm 54 (Plea) (David): Reflecting on the betrayal of the
Ziphites, who revealed to Saul that David was hiding among them
(1 Sam. 23:19ff), this is David’s appeal to God, one of the most
typical prayers of the Psalter. David cries out to God, urgently
laying out his life-and-death dilemma before the Lord (1-3), and
then praises the Lord, confident that he will experience triumph
through the help of His Sustainer (4-7). Do I bring the whole
range of my life before God with confidence in His help?
Psalm 55 (Plea) (David): David is threatened by a powerful
conspiracy in Jerusalem under the leadership of a former friend
(much like Absalom’s conspiracy against him in 2 Sam 15-17).
The city is in turmoil. Uncertainty and mistrust reigns. Rumors
and slander are the norm. How does David respond? When David
looks at his own anguish, he appeals to God to hear and answer
(1-8). When David looks at his enemies, he cries out to God to
confuse their intrigues and plots (9-15). When David looks to the
Lord, he confidently casts his cares on Him (16-23). Do I spend
more time looking at myself, my problems, or my Lord?
Psalm 56 (Plea) (David): Although the meaning of Miktam in
the superscription remains unclear, the Davidic Petition/Lament
Psalms 56-60 were clearly occasioned by great danger. David fled
Israel to avoid death by Saul and the Philistines seized him in
Gath (1 Sam. 21:10-15). David has plenty to shake his nerve and
raise fear since his life is being threatened. But how does David
respond to fear? David pleas to God for help (1-4), asks God to
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deal with his enemies (5-9), and renews his trust in and
commitment to God (10-12). How do I deal with fear in my
life…bury it, explode in anger, or bring it to the Lord?
Psalm 57 (Plea) (David): Saul pursues David in order to kill
him, forcing him to hide for his life in a cave (1 Sam. 24:1-4, see
also Ps 142). Circumstances may be black, but the man who fills
his mind and heart with great God-thoughts can sing His praise
even in the darkness. David cries out to the Lord, laying out his
problems before the God Most High (1-6), and then steadfastly
sings His praises while still in the midst of his same problems (711). In the midst of dark circumstances, do I sense the Lord’s help
to fill my heart with great God-images?
Psalm 58 (Lament) (David): David indicts the corrupt power
brokers whose hearts, hands and mouths are united in injustice (15), calling for their swift end (6-9) so that the righteous may
rejoice in God’s justice (10-11). How do I treat the powerless?
Psalm 59 (Lament) (David): The inscription links this psalm
to the incident in 1 Samuel 19:11-17 when David was endangered
by enemy attack. Prayer for deliverance from his enemies gives
way to praise for who God is (1-10). Prayer for judgment on his
enemies gives way to praise for who God is (11-17). When I’m
attacked, do I first look to the all-powerful and all-loving Lord?
Psalm 60 (Plea) (David): While David was fighting in the
north against Syria, Edom may have invaded from the south and
temporarily defeated Israel. When David heard of the grave
situation back in his homeland, he probably wrote Psalm 60,
beseeching God for help in the upcoming battle and anticipating
the victory in advance (12). David then dispatched his general,
Joab, and his army slew 12,000 Edomites and won an important
victory (2 Sam. 8:1-14; 1 Chron. 18:1-12). David’s universe is
theo-centric, seeing God’s hand behind the curtain of time in
every situation of life. With raw transparency David describes the
predicament from his honest perspective, mixed with both
confusion and confidence (1-4, confusion in 1-3 and confidence in
God in 4), prays very specifically for help, grounded in who God
is (5-8), and dialogs with God in another honest prayerconversation, concluding on a note of triumphant confidence (9-
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12). What can I learn from David about how to respond to bad
news?
Psalm 61 (Plea) (David): David’s very throne was precarious
(2, 6-7). Where will he turn for security? David prays for the
restoration of God’s conscious Presence! Psalms 61-64 form a
mini-series linked together by the common theme of trust in God
when under threat, probably against the historical backdrop of
David’s flight from Absalom (2 Sam. 15-17). Disheartened,
David’s pleas for help (1-2) turn to praise and restored
commitment to obedience (8). How did this radical transformation
happen? David consciously changes his focus from himself to
God’s character and expresses his longing for God’s Presence (34) and this shift produced renewed confidence in His faithfulness
to fulfill all His promises (6-7). Did I spend more time yesterday
bemoaning my circumstances or boasting in my God?
Psalm 62 (Plea) (David): When threatened by conspirators
who are trying to dethrone him, David freshly commits himself to
God. Authentic, tranquil heart-rest is found in God’s Presence
alone as we candidly face our circumstances (1-4) and pour out
our hearts before Him (5-8). Out of the fullness of this renewed,
joyful confidence in God, David then trustingly commits his
future to Him because He’s all-powerful and full of love for His
people (9-12). Do I strive to approach tough times at the
conscious intersection of His Greatness (He’s able) and His
Goodness (He’s willing)?
Psalm 63 (Plea) (David): Separated from the sanctuary in
Jerusalem, in the very midst of his spiritual dryness David openly
expresses his deep longing for God and for the security of His
Presence (1). Expressions of longing lead David to reflect back to
prior experiences of God’s Presence (2, 6). These backward
glimpses of faith release a fresh and joyful eruption of praise and
satisfaction in Him alone (2-5 for the 1st cycle and 6-8 for the 2nd
cycle), leading to an unswerving confidence that God will handle
David’s enemies justly (9-11). Do I confidently affirm that God’s
delightful love for me is better than life itself?
Psalm 64 (Plea) (David): When threatened by conspiracy,
David turns to God in prayer (1-2), clearly spelling out his
problem (3-6) and confidently knowing that God will turn their
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own weapons on them (7-8). The result? God’s fame will spread
to all mankind and the righteous will rejoice and take refuge in
Him (9-10). What can I take to heart from this psalm and act on
when in similar circumstances?
Psalm 65 (Thanksgiving): (David): When God’s people enter
into the consciousness of His Presence, praise spontaneously wells
up because He is so worthy (1) in at least the three ways that
David spells out. First, God’s people thank Him as Restorer since
He forgives their sins in order to bring them close to His heart to
enjoy His intimate Goodness (2-4). Second, God’s people thank
Him as Creator since His Greatness releases joyful confidence (58). Third, God’s people thank Him as Provider/Sustainer because
His Generosity provides then with overflowing abundance (9-13).
What kind of praise wells up in my heart when I come to God as
my Restorer, Creator, and Sustainer?
Psalm 66 (Thanksgiving) (Unknown): In celebration of some
national deliverance, the psalmist summons all the earth to praise
God’s awesome glory, beginning and ending with praise (1-2, 20).
From the earliest days (5-7, the Red Sea) until now (8-12, the
present deliverance) God preserves the lives of His people. As the
representative of the nation the psalmist comes to God with the
sacrifice of obedience (13-15) and calls them to listen afresh to his
testimony about this wonderful God who is so personal that He
listens and responds to His people (16-19). Does praise frame
every aspect of my life in a growing way?
Psalm 67 (Thanksgiving) (Unknown): The psalmist shares his
longing passion that all the earth may know the fame of God’s
name, reflecting the missionary heart of God (John 3:16, 17:2023). How? It all begins with God’s initiative! When God blesses
His people with His gracious Presence (His face, 1), the nations
see His ways and praise Him (2-4). Praise releases more of His
bounty and the blessing of His Presence (5-6), which in turn
increases God’s fame to all the ends of the earth (7). Am I
responsive to God’s initiative in my life, not just to enjoy Him
personally, but to make Him known to others?
Psalm 68 (Thanksgiving) (David): David paints a series of
vivid pictures of God’s victorious power marching onward
through history to His final triumph. It was probably composed
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for David’s procession with the Ark from the house of Obed-edem
to Jerusalem (2 Sam. 6:12, cp. allusions in vv. 1, 7, 17-18, 24-25).
But since Psalm 68 celebrates the glorious and triumphant rule of
Israel’s God, the early church understood this psalm to also
foreshadow the resurrection, ascension and present rule of Christ
(Eph. 4:8-13) and the final triumph of His people over the hostile
world. David begins with a tribute to God who tenderly cares for
the helpless, but scatters the rebellious (1-6) and ends with praise
(35b). Between these bookends, David celebrates God in a threefold movement (Selah marking the 1st verse of the new
movement). First, celebrate God’s triumphant march from Egypt
to Jerusalem (7-18). Second, celebrate God’s choice of Jerusalem
as the place of His Presence (19-31). Finally, celebrate God’s
awesome power and majesty (32-35a). Am I personally
celebrating the blessedness of God in my life?
Psalm 69 (Lament) (David): This lament was composed when
the psalmist was under vicious attack by a widespread conspiracy
during a time when God had disciplined him for some sin in his
life (5, 26). This oft quoted psalm (John 2:17; 15:25; Rom. 15:3)
may have been authored originally by David and then adapted in
its present form by a later son of David who ruled over the
southern kingdom of Judah (perhaps Hezekiah, cp. 2 Kings 18-20;
2 Chron. 29-32). Notice the general enlargement from self-focus
to problem-focus to God-focus. First, the psalmist implores God
to rescue him as he paints a vivid picture of his suffering for the
Lord’s sake (1-12) and prays for His loving Presence and favor
(13-18). Second, since the guilt of his tormentors is clear (19-21),
he prays that their punishment will also be swift for all they’ve
done (22-28). Third, because God’s salvation securely protects
him even now (29), the psalmist will praise God in the midst of
his bleak circumstances (31-32) and this praise will release more
praise from all the earth and God’s deliverance (32-36). Have I
experienced that praise in the midst of dark circumstances pleases
the Lord more than formal sacrifice (31)?
Psalm 70 (Plea) (David): This is the second of a series of
three prayers for deliverance when threatened by enemies. This
urgent prayer is essentially a slight revision of Psalm 40:13-17,
giving us an example of how to personalize the psalms to speak to
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our own specific circumstances. David frames the psalm with
urgent prayer for God’s intervention (1, 5) and sees the two-fold
effects of God’s saving help on those who seek his life (2-3) and
those who love His salvation (4). Are the psalms so alive to me
today that I see the reflection of the full range of my own thoughts
and feelings?
Psalm 71 (Plea) (Unknown): This unknown warrior of the
faith has known a long and troubled life (9, 20). Although his
physical strength is waning, not his spiritual resolve and deep
longing for God’s continuing Presence (9, 12, 18)! The Lord has
used hard times over the course of his life to school the psalmist in
trust. He always returns to the Lord’s Presence since he is so
saturated with His Word (Psalm 71:1-3 is essentially personalized
from Psalm 31:1-3 and the rest of the psalm is largely comprised
of fragments also found in other psalms). As a result even in his
old age there is no letup in this lifelong learner in the Lord’s
School of Discipleship and he is finishing well (17). This psalm is
like a symphony of trust in three movements. First movement:
faith praying and reflecting on God’s past faithfulness rises to
hope and praise (1-8); second movement: faith driven to prayer by
a renewed sense of urgent need again rises to hope and praise and
beyond to witness (9-18): third movement: faith delighting in God
rises quickly to abide steadfastly in confident hope, joyful praise
and constant witness (19-24). Do I allow the Lord to test my faith
now so that my trust will be mature for times of testing?
Psalm 72 (Royal) (Solomon): This last psalm in Book II is a
fitting one for Solomon’s reign, Israel’s Golden Age of peace,
prosperity and power. But it also looks beyond Solomon to
David’s greatest Son, the ideal King, Jesus Christ (Luke 1:31-33).
His reign will be an endless reign (5, 17) of God-like justice and
righteousness (7, 12-14) over the entire world (8, 11) bringing an
age of unequalled fruitfulness (16). In this Royal Psalm Solomon
prays that his reign as Israel’s king will be characterized by
righteousness (1-4), peace (5-7), authority (8-11), compassion for
the helpless (12-14), prosperity (15-16), and longevity (17). The
concluding verses of praise conclude Book II of the Psalms (1820). Do I long for the fulfillment in Jesus Christ of “Thy Kingdom
come”?
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Book III – Ceaseless Worship
(Psalm 73-89)
Book III begins with the collection of Asaph’s 11 psalms (7383), dominated by the theme of God’s rule over His people and
the nations. Asaph was the leader of one of David’s Levitical
choirs (1 Samuel 25:1, 6), although some of his psalms were
written at a later time, either by descendants of Asaph or a choir
guild bearing his name. The other psalms were composed by the
Sons of Korah (4), David (1) and Ethan the Ezrahite (1).
Psalm 73 (Instruction) (Asaph) (See Appendix for Amplified
Article from Bible Conference): This wisdom psalm was placed
at the beginning of Book 3, just as another wisdom psalm, Psalm
1, launches Book 1. It gives a word of wisdom concerning the
perplexing problem of the prosperity of the wicked by contrasting
the destinies of the righteous and the wicked. The psalm helps to
answer the question “why do those who flaunt God prosper?” by
answering three interrelated questions. First, “How can I develop
inner turmoil in my life?” (1-14). Store up knowledge without
practice (1-2); Envy what others have (3-5); Concentrate on the
faults of others (6-9); Throw a pity party for yourself (10-14).
Second, “Where can I find perspective?” (15-17). Think of others
(15) and reflect deeply on life (16); but insight only comes from
time in His Presence (16-17). Third, “How can I develop inner
tranquility in my life?” (18-28). Reframe life-circumstances with
God’s perspective (18-20); Repent honestly before God (21-22);
Replace crippling lies with freeing truth (23-24); Revel in
intimacy with God (25-28a); and Retell God’s good stories (28b).
When current events bring confusion, do I develop inner turmoil
or inner tranquility?
Psalm 74 (Lament) (Asaph): This psalm was written against
the backdrop of the Babylonian captivity when the promised land
had been ravished, the temple destroyed in B. C. 586, and Israel
disciplined with captivity. The psalm divides into two halves (111 and 12-23). The first stanza is in the minor key, expressed with
brutal honesty. It begins with a despairing complaint and a plea
for the Lord to remember (1-2), rehearses the devastating actions
and motives of the Babylonian conquerors (3-8, note “they”), and
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concludes with another despairing complaint and a plea for God to
act (9-11). The second stanza changes in an astonishing way and
is sung in the major key, a resounding Hymn of Praise interlaced
with expectant hope and triumphant trust faith. It refocuses on
God as King (“But you, O God, are my king”) and circumstances
as “His-story” (12—17, note the “You’s” of 12-17 contrasted with
the “they’s” of 3-8), squarely faces the devastating circumstances
with renewed faith (18-21), and confidently pleads for God to be
God (22-23). Do I face disaster and discomfort by focusing more
on the “they’s” of life, asking the “Why?” question, or on the
“You” of life, asking the “Who?” question “Who’s really in
charge?”
Psalm 75 (Instruction) (Asaph): When an arrogant foreign
power threatens Israel’s security (perhaps the Assyrian menace, 2
Kings 18:13-19:37 in 701 BC), this community psalm (“we’) is a
psalm of reassurance framed with thanksgiving and praise to the
Lord (1, 9-10). God speaks reassuring words from heaven for His
people, first to His people (2-3, “I’m in charge!”), then to their
enemies (4-5, “Stop bragging!”) and the people respond to His
revelation with a humble, but triumphant echo from earth (6-8).
Do I respond to God’s revelation with triumphant trust?
Psalm 76 (Thanksgiving) (Asaph): Ancient tradition teaches
that this psalm celebrates the deliverance of Jerusalem from the
Assyrians during the reign of Hezekiah (2 Kings 18:13-19:37 in
701 BC). In four movements, all centered on who God is, the
psalmist marvels at the dreadful glory of the God who overthrows
the most powerful army in the world. First, God’s intimate
Presence protects His people (1-3). Second, God’s resplendent
majesty vanquishes the might of all His foes (4-6). Third, God’s
sovereign judgment saves the afflicted (7-9). Fourth, God’s
righteous wrath releases praise and restrains sin (10-12). Do I
meditate long and deeply on the splendor of God’s majestic Being
as my rock in times of disaster?
Psalm 77 (Lament) (Asaph): In a time of great distress, the
psalmist pours out his heart honestly and candidly before the
Lord, but does not stay there (or deep despair will capture his
heart). He chooses to reflect and to remember how faithful and
powerful God is and this theocentric worldview (God-lens) begins
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to transform despair into delight. First, the psalmist begins with
his dire circumstances and openly pours out his heart before the
Lord, expressing his deep despair (1-9). Second, he chooses to
begin his reflections with God and His faithful His-story, stirring
up faith and trust (10-15). Third, he continues with this
theocentric worldview and carries this God-lens back to his dire
circumstances, resulting confidence in His personal care and
protection like a Shepherd (16-20). Do my actions reflect that this
is really God’s universe, always open and alive to His Presence
and intervention as I regularly call to mind the “deeds of the
Lord”?
Psalm 78 (Instruction) (Asaph): Asaph recites the early
history of Israel to warn God’s people not to repeat the sins of the
past, but to instead remember God’s persistent grace in restoring
relationship (1 Cor. 10:6). The psalm probably dates from the
period of the divided monarchy about the time of Hosea, acting as
a warning to the southern tribes not to fall away like their brothers
in the north. Asaph invites God’s people to learn carefully from
history so their children will know Him personally and remain
faithful (1-8). The seeds of the present rebellion by the northern
tribes (Ephraim representing all of them) were sown far earlier in
their history. Despite God’s Presence and repeated intervention,
Ephraim forgot what God had done in the wilderness (9-16),
continued to rebel against Him in the desert (17-31), kept on
sinning with their lips (32-39), grieved Him with their ingratitude
during the Exodus (40-55), tested Him further in the promised
land (56-64) until finally the Lord rejected Ephraim and set His
favor on a remnant, David’s descendants, the southern tribes (6572). Is my life characterized by the same monotonous cycle of
relapses or by remembering His awesome deeds?
Psalm 79 (Lament) (Asaph): This poignant psalm dates from
the time of the Babylonian exile (Babylon destroyed Jerusalem in
587 BC) and expresses concern for God’s glory in the midst of
national calamity (10). Asaph laments the destruction of
Jerusalem by pagans (1-4), beseeches God to act now by showing
mercy to Israel (5, 8-9) and smashing Israel’s enemies who show
utter contempt for God and Israel (6-7, 10-12), and concludes with
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a promise to praise the Lord forever (13). How do I express
jealousy for God’s glory today?
Psalm 80 (Lament) (Asaph): Against the backdrop of the
Assyrian captivity of the northern tribes of Israel (2 Kings 17:3f),
Asaph longs for restored intimacy with God for Judah (“Presence”
comes from the word “face”, 3, 7, 11). With a progressing
urgency (“O God”; “O God Almighty”; and O Lord God
Almighty,” 3, 7, 11) Asaph uses the three graphic word-pictures
of a flock (1), a people (4 and a son 15b, 17) and a vineyard (8-16)
to deepen the yearning in God’s people for restored intimacy.
Judah cries out to God as the Shepherd of His sheep (1-3), as the
Father of His people (4-7), and as the Vintner of His vineyard (719) to “restore us, make your face shine upon us, that we may be
saved.” Do I yearn for deepening, face-to-face intimacy with the
Lord God Almighty?
Psalm 81 (Hymn of Praise) (Asaph): This festival song was
probably composed for the beginning of the Feast of Tabernacles
(the 15th day of the month, full moon). It’s a memorial of God’s
commitment to restore intimacy with His people and a call to
celebration, remembrance and recommitment. The Levites open
the psalm with a summons to the people to celebrate this
celebratory feast God ordained (1-5).. Because God longs to
satisfy the deepest needs of His people to overflowing (10, 14-16),
He calls His people to remember what He has done for them (6-7)
and repent from their obstinate rebellion (8-9, 11-13). Will I
choose to live today believing God longs to satisfy my deepest
needs to overflowing?
Psalm 82 (Plea) (Asaph): Even though there is corruption and
injustice among the power brokers in society (perhaps judges or
kings), God is still the Judge to whom they will give account. This
psalm peals away the curtain separating the seen world from the
unseen, and paints the picture of God presiding over His heavenly
court (1). These unjust judges or rulers who act like little gods
stand before the righteous Judge of the universe, accused of
partiality and failing to protect the powerless (2-5). They hear the
divine verdict of death to every power broker (6-7) and the
psalmist petitions God to extend His just hand throughout the
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whole earth (8). How do I respond to the powerless people of
society?
Psalm 83 (Plea) (Asaph): Israel had her back to the wall. It
seemed that the whole world had formed an alliance against Israel
and they prayed for God to crush His enemies. The psalmist
appeals to God to act because He cherishes His people (1-4),
pours out before the Lord the unadorned details of the dire danger
(5-8), and then pleas for God to destroy His enemies as He has
before so that all the earth will know that the Lord alone is the
Most High over all the earth (9-18). When inward or outward
danger threatens, do I respond like the psalmist?
Psalm 84 (Hymn of Praise) (Sons of Korah) (See Appendix
for Outline): To this pilgrim the happiest people in the world are
those who are coming to worship the Lord (4, 10). The historical
context could be that this Levite was barred from access to God’s
house, perhaps when the Assyrians ravaged Judah (2 Kings 18:1316). He voices his deep longings for the sweetness of the nearness
of God. This pilgrim openly expresses his passion for the Lord
and aching desire for increased intimacy with Him (1-3), the
blessedness of those who are free to journey into His Presence (47), and his prayer of praise because of who God is and what He
does (8-12). Do I strive to live “to an audience of One,” deeply
desiring God’s Presence more than anything or any person?
Psalm 85 (Plea) (Sons of Korah): During some setback in the
fortunes of the nation (some commentators place this during the
return from exile during the time of Nehemiah and Malachi), this
communal prayer is for the renewal and restoration of God’s favor
to the people of God. The psalmist reflects on God’s past
faithfulness towards His people (1-3, faith), prays for the present
evidence of His unfailing covenant-love (4-7, love), and expresses
confident trust concerning their future deliverance because of
God’s tender and relentless covenant-love (8-13, hope). After a
setback, why do I long for God to revive me? That I may rejoice in
Him alone?
Psalm 86 (Petition (David): In the only Psalm of David in
Book III, David knows God so intimately (He is loving, 5, 7, 13,
15, and powerful, 8-10) that he can be confident to lay even his
difficult circumstances openly before Him (1-4, 6-7, 15). David
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can trust the Lord to bring about his highest and best. The psalm is
symmetrical, beginning and ending with two petitions centered on
a section of adoration 8-10). First petition: “I’m dependent and
need Your Presence” (1-4). Second petition: “I sin and need Your
forgiveness” (5-7). Third petition: I’m confused and need Your
guidance” (11-13). Fourth petition: “I’m attacked and need Your
protection” (14-17). Can I pray verse 11 and mean it?
Psalm 87 (Hymn of Praise) (Sons of Korah): In this psalm of
praise for God’s favor on Jerusalem, the psalmist states that the
basis for Jerusalem’s favor is God’s sovereign, loving choice (1-2)
and the result is fame for those who are in the community (3-6)
and joyful refreshing from God’s Presence (7). Are all my
fountains in the Lord?
Psalm 88 (Lament) (Sons of Korah): In this saddest psalm in
the Psalter, the psalmist cries out to God out of the depths of
despair. No expression of hopeful expectation concludes this
psalm, like in most prayers of the Psalter. But still his faith in the
Lord as his Helper bleeds through the honest expression of his
feelings. The psalmist cleaves to God most persistently when God
seems to have removed Himself most completely since the psalm
centers around three bursts of prayer. First, he prays to the God
who saves and pours out his dire circumstances before the Lord
(1-9a). Second, he calls on the Lord and rehearses God’s deeds
and character, but with bewilderment regarding why he does not
experience them personally (9b-12). Third, he cries out to the
Lord for help and pours out his heart in the blackest despair,
asking why he has suffered so much (13-18). In my darkest
depression, do I persistently push in to God and pour out my
honest feelings in prayer?
Psalm 89 (Royal) (Ethan the Ezrahite): In this royal psalm,
the psalmist sings the story of God’s faithful love to Israel and His
covenant with David, first introducing God’s love and faithfulness
to His people (1-2) and His unfailing covenant with David (1-2),
then jubilantly expanding on these two themes in poetic form (518, God’s love and faithfulness, and 19-37 His covenant with
David and his successors). Joy suddenly turns to lament, however,
as the psalmist rehearses in detail how God has rejected His
people (38-45). After building this massive foundation, the
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psalmist concludes with an urgent prayer to remember once again
His covenant-love and covenant-faithfulness with David (46-51).
Am I among the blessed that walk in the light of God’s Presence
today (15)?
Reflect & Respond
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Book IV – Submissive Worship
(Psalm 90-106)
Book IV includes the oldest Psalm (Psalm 90 from the pen of
Moses) and a small collection of Kingdom Psalms (95-100).
Psalm 90 (Plea) (Moses): No other psalm depicts any more
poignantly the littleness of man before the eternal and holy God.
Yet in this oldest of all recorded psalms Moses is neither defiant
nor in despair. Instead he honestly acknowledges Israel’s’ guilt
and trustingly pushes into His Presence. Moses first frames this
psalm with the eternality (1-2) and the holiness of God (11). Then
Moses describes the condition of mankind as frail (3-6) and short
(9-10, in contrast to God’s eternality) and sinful (7-8, in contrast
to God’s holiness). What does this humble view of man call forth
in Moses (humility is rightly understanding who we are in light of
God)? Moses asks God for insight to use his days well (12) and
pleas that He will show them His love and let them taste His
divine favor again (13-17). Am I satisfied this morning by drinking
deeply of Your unfailing covenant love, Oh everlasting Lord?
Psalm 91 (Instruction) (Unknown): The first two verses have
been among the best known…and best loved…expressions of trust
among believers for centuries. It’s instructive to note that this
great psalm of trust was misquoted by Satan in the wilderness to
attempt to deceive Jesus in His trust toward God (Satan ignored
the context in verse 9 and 14 to misquote verse 11, cp. with Luke
4:10). When everything else in life swirls out of control around
them like a violent tornado, God’s people rest in the shelter of the
Most High like in the eye of a tornado. The basis for our security
as the people of God rests in the character (1-2) and care (3-8) of
God. The blessing of this secure abiding in God is to experience
His protection (9-13) and His intimate love for us (14-16). In my
“tornado” today, am I resting in the character and care of the
Most High God so I can experience His seven promises in 14-16?
Psalm 92 (Thanksgiving) (Unknown): This joyful celebration
of the righteous rule of God was a public acknowledgement on the
Sabbath of Israel’s confidence in the Lord. This is also a great
model how the spiritual eyes of God’s people throughout the ages
are opened to discern the principles of God’s sovereign rule in
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tough-to-understand areas of life when we personalize worship (45 and 10-11, note the use of “I’ and “me”) and spend time
meditating on who He is. The psalm begins with such a joyful
praise for who God is that God’s people burst forth in music and
song (1-3). The personal motivation for worship (4-5 and 10-11)
introduces the contrast between the folly and destiny of the
evildoers (6-9) and the ultimate prosperity of the righteous (1215). Did I wake up this morning proclaiming God’s love and go to
sleep last night remembering His faithfulness?
Psalm 93 (Hymn of Praise) (Unknown): This majestic
confession of faith to the eternal, unconquerable, and universal
reign of the Lord as King exults in the sovereignty of God. But it
was not might alone that distinguished Israel’s God from those of
the surrounding nations, but also His holiness, majesty and
eternality. The Lord is not only sovereign because He long ago
created everything that exists (1-2), but also because He continues
today to show Himself mightier than all the forces of disorder (34). The result? Confidence that God’s Word stands firm on the
foundation of God’s endless holiness (5). As the temple of God,
does holiness adorn my life, even in small matters?
Psalm 94 (Instruction) (Unknown): This is an address to the
Judge of the earth (2) to rectify the wrongs perpetuated against the
weak by arrogant and self-seeking power brokers. It has links with
Psalm 92, but is the voice of the oppressed within Israel.
Following a three-verse introduction, the thought advances in five
stanzas of four verses each. As the psalmist wrestles with the
question of the ages (“why do the wicked prosper?”), he rushes
into God’s Presence with his confusion and appeals to the Judge
of the earth to intervene (1-3). The psalmist then pours out his
perception of the wicked (4-7) and warns the wicked that nothing
escapes God’s notice (8-11, cp. verses 7 and 11). By contrast,
those who respond to God’s laws are the blessed ones, even in
times of discipline (12-15), because He is the only sure source of
help (16-19) and voice of authentic justice (20-23). How do I
respond when I feel that I got the short end of the stick?
Psalm 95 (Thanksgiving) (Unknown): Psalms 95-100 are a
group of psalms written in exultant praise of the God who reigns
over all His creation. The first movement in Psalm 95 invites
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God’s people to exuberantly worship (1-2) because of the Lord’s
active sovereignty above all so-called gods and all of creation (35). The second movement invites us to worship the Lord by
bowing before Him in submission (6a) because He is the almighty
Creator and caring Shepherd (6b-7a). What’s our heartfelt
response? Respond in trusting obedience to His voice so we may
experience His refreshing rest (strong warning if we don’t lean in
to embrace His presence, 7b-11, cp. Heb. 3:7-4:9). Do I worship
the Lord as Sovereign, Creator, and Shepherd?
Psalm 96 (Hymn of Praise) (Unknown): Psalm 96 parallels
David’s psalm of praise in 1 Chron. 16:23-33 and also reminds us
that authentic worship is to the Lord (1-2) and about the Lord (46). It’s a call to all creation to praise the Lord as the only God and
to proclaim His glory. This psalm is an OT expression of the
eternal missionary heart of God to extend His majestic Kingdom
reign throughout the whole world (cp. Matt. 28:18-20). Psalm 96
contains three movements leading in ever widening circles of
worship, reminding us that worship must first begin with us, but
not stop with us. The psalmist first calls God’s people everywhere
to sing praises to the Lord as the only God (1-3) because He is
worthy of praise (4-6). The psalmist then calls every nation to
worship the Lord (7-9) because of His righteous and universal
reign (10). Finally, all nature is called to rejoice before the Lord
(11-12) because His Coming to judge the earth in righteousness
demonstrates His absolute authority over heaven and earth (13, cp.
also Matt. 28:18 “all authority in heaven and earth has been given
to me”). Did I awaken this morning with the resounding joy of
God’s unconquerable Kingdom reverberating in my heart?
Psalm 97 (Hymn of Praise) (Unknown): Psalm 97 is a joyful
celebration of the Lord’s supreme and triumphant Kingdom reign
over all the earth. The psalm begins with the Reality that the Lord
reigns and this ought to call forth joy throughout all the world (1).
In theophany-like language the psalmist describes God’s universal
majesty displayed throughout all the earth (2-6). What is the only
wise response to this majestic King and His unconquerable
Kingdom? For those who have substituted their own images,
worship the only True and Living God (7). For God’s people who
know Him personally, joy and worship and His blessings are our
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in His Presence (8-12). Am I experiencing the personal and
community benefits of “the Lord who reigns”?
Psalm 98 (Hymn of Praise) (Unknown): This psalm calls us to
go wild with joy over our God. It echoes Psalm 96 as an OT
expression of the eternal missionary heart of God to extend His
majestic Kingdom reign throughout the whole world, beginning
with God’s people, Israel, out to the ends of the earth and to all
creation (cp. Matt. 28:18-20). The psalm is a call to joyfully
celebrate the Lord as Deliverer (1-3), as King (4-6), and as Judge
(7-9). Does my worship of the Lord begin and end with God and
find audible expression like this psalmist?
Psalm 99 (Hymn of Praise) (Unknown): This hymn celebrates
the Lord as King in three stanzas, each concluding with a
declaration of His holiness. Exalt the awesome majesty of the
King, the Holy One (1-3)! Exalt the mighty justice of the King,
the Holy One (4-5)! Exalt the communicating Presence of the
King, the Holy One (6-9)! Do I share the psalmist’s same passion
to see God publicly exalted in holiness?
Psalm 100 (Thanksgiving) (Unknown): This brief, but beloved
psalm for giving thanks concludes the series that begins with
Psalm 95. The two short stanzas are parallel, calling on all men to
worship the Lord followed by a declaration of why the Lord is
worthy of such praise and thanksgiving. Worship the Lord
because he is the Creator God (1-3). Worship Him because His
goodness and love continue for ever (4-5). Do I approach the
Lord joyfully with this frame of who He is?
Psalm 101 (Royal) (David): This King’s pledge to reign
righteously (cp. 2 Kings 23:3) may have been composed for
Solomon’s use at his coronation (1 Kings 2:2-3). Only Christ, the
great Son of David, has ever perfectly fulfilled these commitments
to Kingdom leadership, but they are still a standard for all leaders
to strive towards. Luther called this psalm “David’s mirror of a
monarch.” David was so conscious that worship must have some
effect upon his character and actions that worship (1) leads to this
manifesto of ethical standards for King David himself (2-3a) and
an unswerving resolve to surround himself with influencers and
administrators of similar character (3b-8). Is my Christian life as
definite and decisive as this?
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Psalm 102 (Plea) (Unknown): The superscription in this psalm
describes the life situation out of which the psalmist is writing.
This is the cry of a man at the end of his rope, but consciously
writing with the purpose of giving God’s people throughout the
ages a model for their response in the midst of dire distress (1822). The psalmist appeals to the Lord to hear and answer quickly
(1-2), in transparent authenticity pouring out the full extent of his
utter weakness and heartbreak before the Lord in graphic nature
imagery (3-11). Then in sharp contrast the psalmist turns his
thoughts to the eternal and compassionate King of the universe
and expresses his unswerving confidence that He will answer (1217). The psalmist looks beyond himself, realizing that what he is
experiencing is not just for himself (cp. Paul in 2 Cor. 1:3-4), but
is also a testimony for God’s people throughout the ages to release
worship even in distress (18-22). The psalmist concludes by
glancing again quickly at his distress as a trigger to go vertical in
prayer and contrast the brevity of his own life with the privilege of
living now in the Presence of our unchanging and eternal God
(23-28). Do I spend more time stewing in my distress, or honestly
and confidently rushing into God’s unchanging Presence?
Psalm 103 (Hymn of Praise) (David) (See Appendix for
Outline with Annotation): In this magnificent hymn of worship,
David not only calls us to worship, but gives us a glimpse into his
inner meditation on the Lord’s character that spring forth into his
wonderful expressions of worship (6-19). David begins by
blessing God with all that’s within him for the multifaceted
personal benefits the Lord has provided (1-7) and concludes with
a reverberating cry for angels and all of creation to praise the
Lord…beginning with himself (20-22). Between these bookend
calls to worship, David expresses his inner musings on God’s
character and His Kingdom reign that lead to a deep, reverential
awe towards Him (11, 13, 17) that’s the foundation for praise. He
first celebrates God’s overarching compassion on His people as
forgiven sinners (6-12) and then as frail mortals (13-19). When my
mind has a quiet moment to reflect, does it quickly move to
meditate on our King’s compassion on us as His frail and forgiven
people?
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Psalm 104 (Hymn of Praise) (Unknown): This Hymn of Praise
celebrates God as Creator (notice the poetic parallel to Genesis 1
throughout), beginning with a shout of praise and concluding with
a song of praise (1-2 and 31-35). Between this frame of praise the
psalmist marvels at the grandeur and completeness of the visible
creation around him as a royal robe for the invisible Creator. The
Lord is splendidly and majestically clothed with the radiant
celestial realm (2-4), with the secure earth realm (5-9, despite the
one-time judgment of the universal flood), with the gift of water
for flourishing life (10-18), with the orderly cycles of life on earth
(19-24), and with the nautical realm (25-26). All of creation is
entirely dependent on the Lord because He creates and sustains
(27-30 with 24). Do I share the desires of the psalmist’s heart in
31-34 because I exult in my entire dependence on Him (24, 2730)?
Psalm 105 (Thanksgiving) (Unknown): This historical psalm
demonstrates how all history is “His-story.” The psalm is
constructed with selections from Israel’s history framed by two
pairs of bookends so that God’s people…through the eyes of faith
then and now…may understand that God is the History-maker. He
always actively and faithfully works behind the scenes of time.
The psalmist begins and ends with praise (1-7 and 45b, the
outward set of bookends)! He calls God’s people to give thanks
with grateful and joyful hearts. Seek the Presence of the Lord
always for provision and insight for life as we constantly call to
remembrance that this is His universe, alive and open to His
Presence. The second set of bookends (two four-verse stanzas)
summarizes the one theological theme the psalmist is highlighting:
“The Lord always remembers His covenants” (8-11 and 42-45).
Why did the psalmist only select these snippets from all of Israel’s
history? The dominating middle section of the psalm briefly
sketches four historical scenes (in two pairs) from the story of
Israel. These underscore God’s covenant faithfulness, stories such
as God’s covenant with Abraham (12-15) and the life of his
grandson, Joseph, and Israel’s time in Egypt (16-25) and two
vignettes from the life Moses, the deliverance from Egypt (26-38),
and God’s care for them in the wilderness (39-41). Am I viewing
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my life today as “HIS-story” that He’s sovereignly writing in our
lives as His People as we partner with Him in obedience?
Psalm 106 (Thanksgiving) (Unknown): This historical psalm
has much in common with Psalm 105. Psalm 105 describes
history through the lens of covenant-history. God is a faithful,
covenant keeping God who is constantly working in history.
Psalm 106 describes history through the lens of redemptivehistory, restoring His people back to relationship after their sinful
rebellion. Both sketch history as “His-story” as the divine history
maker. God created His people to be “response-able” so He built
into His universe consequences for actions or covenants with His
people. Psalm 106 paints the picture of God’s discipline designed
to bring them back to Him. The one main theme dominating the
psalm is Israel’s rebellion. The psalmist confesses Israel’s sins:
their unbelief and murmuring at the Red Sea (7-12), their
murmuring in the desert for flesh to eat (13-15), their jealousy
over the authority of Moses and Aaron (16-18), their worship of
the calf with Aaron (19-23), their unbelief of the report of the
spies (24-27), their participation in Moabite worship (28-31), their
murmuring at Meribah (32-33), and their continued disobedience
after entering Canaan described in Judges (34-46). What is the
confidence of God’s people when they fail to live up to their
covenant with their King? Do we fear rejection? No! The psalmist
begins with praise (1-3) and confident prayer for His covenant
blessing (4-5) and concludes with prayer (47) and praise for God’s
eternal, covenant-keeping nature (48). Am I quick to keep short
accounts with God by confessing my known sins and moving
quickly back to prayer and praise?
Record Insights, Respond, then Reflect
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BOOK V – Perfected Worship
(Psalm 107-150)
Several minor groupings seem to have been made at different
times, and afterward incorporated into the larger collections. This
gathering is consistent with the full inspiration of Scripture. The
Hallel Psalms (113-118), the Psalms of Ascents (120-134), and
the Hallelujah Psalms (146-150) are examples of this. As each
book concludes with a ringing doxology of praise, Book V
concludes with 5 complete Psalms of praise (the Hallelujah
Psalms 146-150), a fitting closing act to the five Books of Psalms.
Psalm 107 (Thanksgiving) (Unknown): In its style that recites
history, this psalm has a close affinity with Psalms 104-106 and in
its language with Psalms 105-106, perhaps forming a mini-series.
This exhortation to thank the Lord for His unfailing love even in
the midst of problems was probably composed for liturgical use at
one of Israel’s religious festivals. Within the framework of an
opening call to give thanks to the Lord (1-3) and a concluding call
for the wise to rejoice in the Lord’s great love (42-43), the
psalmist presents four vignettes showing God’s faithful love in the
midst of calamity (4-32) and a summary reminding God’s people
of His sovereign control (33-41, note the use of “He”). The four
vignettes are: travelers in distress in the trackless dessert being
guided to a city (4-9), prisoners disciplined by the Lord for
rebellion being released (10-16), sick men disciplined by the Lord
for rebellion being restored to health (17-22), and sailors on
perilous seas being brought safely to their destination (22-32).
Each of these four snapshots contains four cycles: 1) an
overwhelming problem of man’s own choosing, 2) a cry out of
utter weakness to the Lord for intervention, 3) God’s faithful
response, and 4) a heart-felt response of thanksgiving from His
people. Am I bringing my problems and stresses in life to the Lord
and responding with gratefulness when He answers?
Psalm 108 (Plea) (David): David worships God in song and
words for His awesome love (1-5, which is virtually identical with
Psalm 57:7-11) and prays for God’s powerful aid against enemies
(6-13, which is virtually identical with Psalm 60:5-12). How do I
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anchor my faith in the agony of wondering if God is helping me
any longer?
Psalm 109 (Lament) (David): Verses 6-19 in this imprecatory
psalm of lament because of enemy attack are difficult to interpret
(see “Difficulties”). David first appeals to God to deliver him
from his false accusers (1-5), second, lays out before the Lord all
the slanderous accusations of his enemies (6-19, “be real”), and
finally lifts up his heart in prayer (20-31) by pouring out the fullrange of his thoughts and emotions before God (20-25), appealing
to God for deliverance for himself (26-28) and judgment from
God for his enemies (29), and punctuating the psalm with a
victorious cry of gratefulness and confidence because God stands
by the needy one (30-31). How do I respond towards false
accusations when they attack, like David in 26-31?
Psalm 110 (Royal) (David): This psalm has the marks of a
coronation psalm and is often held to be the most directly
“prophetic” of all the psalms since it’s used so often to refer to
Christ (Jesus in MT. 22:43-45, Peter in Acts 2:34-36; Paul in 1
Cor, 15:25f, Eph. 1:20, Col. 3:1, and Heb. 1:13, 5:6-10, 7:11-18).
The psalm pictures the Messiah as King (1-3), as Priest (4), and as
victorious Warrior (5-7). Am I lifting my heart to Jesus as King,
Priest and Warrior?
Psalm 111 (Hymn of Praise) (Unknown): This acrostic psalm
consists of 22 lines beginning successively with the 22 letters of
the Hebrew alphabet, a twin psalm with 112. It combines hymnic
praise with wisdom instruction. The psalmist exhorts others and
resolves himself to praise the Lord all his lifelong (1) because of
His mighty works that demonstrate His character, that is, His
power, majesty, righteousness, compassion, truth, and justice (29). This awareness of the Presence of God will lead men to a deep
reverence for God and praise (10). What results in my heart as I
ponder God’s wonderful deeds?
Psalm 112 (Instruction (Unknown): Psalm 112 is likely the
intended complement to Psalm 111. Both are acrostic. Psalm 111
paints the portrait of God and His unparalleled character and
Psalm 112 is a eulogy to the godly man who responds to this
revelation of God. The main theme is stated in verse 1: the
blessedness of the man who finds great delight in God and His
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will. The converse is stated in verse 10. Between these two
bookends the psalmist sketches out the life of the righteous: he’s a
blessing to others (4), generous, 5, 9), and stable in adversity (68). How deeply do I experience the fear of the Lord that dispels all
other fears?
Psalm 113 (Hymn of Praise) (Unknown): This is the first of
the “Egyptian Hallel” (Psalm 113-118, Hallel is the Hebrew word
for “praise”) that came to be used in Jewish liturgy, especially
with the Feast of Tabernacles and the Passover. Psalm 113-114
are sung before the meal and the remaining four after (compare
Mark 14:26). Psalm 113 is carefully constructed with three
precisely balanced stanzas, each with three verses. Sandwiched
between a framework of praise (1a and 9b), this hymn calls for
continuous praise to the Lord (1-3, a four-fold call) because He is
exalted over all creation (4-6, God’s transcendence), but also
condescends to exalt the lowly (7-9, God’s immanence). What is
my response to fresh awareness that God is above and beyond His
creation, yet deeply concerned for the humblest of people?
Psalm 114 (Hymn of Praise) (Unknown): Psalm 114 is a
hymnic celebration of the Exodus. It was most likely composed
for liturgical use in the temple, possibly shortly after the division
of the kingdom. The psalm first describes the exodus, the great
redemptive event of Israel and God’s purpose in it, i.e. to restore
His People as the sanctuary for His Presence (1-2). Then the
psalm describes God’s absolute control over nature (3-4),
interrogating the personified waters and hills (5-6), and exhorting
all the earth to tremble before the majesty and power of such
wonders (7-8). How conscious am I that the awe-inspiring Lord of
the Exodus is the very same One who indwells me today?
Psalm 115 (Hymn of Praise) (Unknown): This psalm is a good
indication of how many of the psalms must have been sung, with a
lead voice and the congregation joining in the responses. The
taunts of the unbelieving nations (1-2) are silenced with the
powerful contrast between our sovereign God, the one true God,
and their impotent idols (3-8). How should God’s people respond?
The psalm continues with a call for God’s people to trust Him in
every situation (9-11), the people’s confession of trust (12-13), the
benediction of the priest (14-15), and a doxology of praise from
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the people (16-18). How excited am I today to partner with the
God of heaven who does whatever pleases him (2 with 15-16)?
Psalm 116 (Thanksgiving) (Unknown): Although this
wonderful expression of personal thanksgiving was written in the
first person, it also has a national, or corporate character used in
liturgy. This psalm has three movements, all three describing
God’s character and our response as His people. First, the Lord’s
protective love and faithfulness towards me and my response of
love and prayer (1-6); second, the Lord’s goodness to me and my
response of restful joy (7-14); third, the Lord’s delight in me and
my response of devotion (15-19). How does trouble in my life lead
to deeper revelation of who God is and growing response on my
part?
Psalm 117 (Hymn of Praise) (Unknown): The shortest and
middle chapter of the Bible begins and ends with praise. Between
these twin calls to praise, it expounds one of the central themes
interwoven throughout Scripture: God’s love and faithfulness to
His people frame the destiny of all peoples. Where do I see God’s
great love and unrelenting faithfulness in my life today, even in
tough times?
Psalm 118 (Thanksgiving) (Unknown): This psalm of jubilant
thanksgiving for deliverance from enemies takes us to the center
of Israel’s faith as a nation, particularly to the triumph of her king.
It may have been sung by Jesus and His disciples at the conclusion
of the Last Supper, since it’s the last of the “Egyptian Hallel” (Mt.
26:30). Scholars still debate the historical context from three
possible time periods. The psalm begins with a call to
thanksgiving (1-4), continues with a realistic look at past distress,
answers to prayer, and deliverance by God (5-21), and concludes
with the joyful anticipation of future victory because of the Lord’s
Presence (22-29, with verse 22 referring also to Jesus, Mt. 21:42,
Acts 4:11, 1 Peter 2:7). Is my worship based on real-life
experience of God’s provision in my life and does it lead to
exultant anticipation for the future?
Psalm 119 (Instruction) (Unknown): This wisdom psalm is a
devotional to the Word of God and the God of the Word. It’s an
acrostic psalm that has 22 eight-verse sections, each section
begins with a successive letter of the Hebrew alphabet, and each
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verse within the section begins with the same letter. The psalmist
is passionately devoted to the Word of God as God’s word for life,
using 10 different words for the “Word” (law, testimonies,
precepts, statutes, commandments, ordinances, word, ways,
promises and judgments). Every verse (except 90, 122, and 132)
mentions at least one of these terms. The theme that filled the
author’s soul is as big as life itself since it teaches that the Word
of God contains everything man needs for life and godliness. In
this psalm we see how eagerly, passionately and persistently the
author applies himself to the lifelong pursuit of knowing, doing
and experiencing the God of the Word through the Word of God.
Nothing is allowed to detour him. He delights that God’s Word is
His authority for life and gives him hope, even in tough times.
Except for the introductory verses in 1-3, most every verse is
addressed directly to God. The psalm makes a series of individual,
but not isolated or disconnected, statements about God’s Word. So
reading and re-reading the psalm with a different theme in mind
each time will bring great profit, just like we master an individual
book of the Bible. What is the psalmist’s attitude towards and
response to the Word? What is the nature and character of the
Word? What personal benefits are promised for passionately
loving and pursuing the Word as lifelong learners? What is the
psalmist’s view towards suffering? How do my time, passion and
beliefs line up with the psalmist’s in these arenas?
Psalm 120 (Plea) (Unknown): Psalms 120-134 are Songs of
Ascents, probably a collection of songs forming a hymn book
used by pilgrims traveling as God’s people together to Jerusalem
to celebrate the three great annual national feasts of Passover,
Pentecost, and Tabernacles. It’s noteworthy that the Psalm 120
begins with a prayer far from home and the Psalm 134 ends with a
call to praise in the sanctuary. Psalm 120 is a prayer for
deliverance from false accusers and it’s full of references to the
sins of the tongue—lies, scandal, slander, and hypocrisy. The
psalmist cries out for deliverance by the Lord (1-2), for retribution
from the Lord (3-4), and for peace in the midst of turmoil (5-7).
Where do I first go when I’m bombarded by distress?
Psalm 121 (Instruction) (Unknown): This pilgrim hymn
affirms that all true help for God’s people come from the Lord.
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The psalm is composed of four couplets, each having an
introductory line, which the rest of the couplet develops. The key
terms are “the Lord” and “watch over,” each occurring 5 times.
The traveler confesses his rock-solid assurance in the Lord
because He is both willing and able (1-2, “helps” = willing and
“Maker of…” = able). The Lord watches over His people as their
unsleeping Guardian (3-4), their compassionate Provider (5-6),
and their ever-present Protector (7-8). Where does my help come
from?
Psalm 122 (Plea) (David): The psalmist remembers the
beginning of his joyful pilgrimage together with the rest of God’s
people (1-2), describing Jerusalem’s primary significance as the
holy place for God’s people to gather together to worship the Lord
(3-5) and calling for prayer for her peace and security as the place
for community worship (6-9). Do I experience joy in worshipping
together with God’s people in community?
Psalm 123 (Plea) (Unknown): The psalmist lifts His eyes to an
audience of One, confident that He is willing and able to intervene
(1-2) and then prays for mercy to foil the contempt of the arrogant
(3-4). What antidote for despondency do I choose?
Psalm 124 (Thanksgiving) (David): This psalm expresses
gratefulness as the psalmist reflects on Israel’s past protection
from calamities (1-5), praises the Lord for His protection (6-7),
and reaffirms his trust in the Lord (8). Does my past history with
the Lord buoy up my present faith, eliciting praise and a grateful
heart?
Psalm 125 (Plea) (Unknown): Those who trust in the Lord
enjoy solid security from the Lord’s surrounding Presence (1-2),
but let the wicked be warned (3). He then confidently prays for
God’s way to be fulfilled (“to each according to their faith”),
requesting blessing on the righteous and predicting judgment on
the wicked (5). Do I believe I am as secure in the Lord as Mount
Zion?
Psalm 126 (Plea) (Unknown): God’s great work to restore His
people to their land has brought exuberant joy from His people
and fame to the Lord (1-3), so the psalmist prays for further
restoration of prosperity through a bountiful harvests (4-6). Do I
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have eyes to see the great things that the Lord is doing today,
maybe great things disguised like a chameleon?
Psalm 127 (Instruction) (Solomon): The psalmist provides
wisdom on two distinct, but related themes. First, live life in
dependence on the Lord since all of life’s security and blessing are
gifts from God rather than achievements through personal effort
(1-2). Second, children are also God’s gift and an indication of
His unmerited favor (3-5). What do I believe is the secret of true
prosperity?
Psalm 128 (Instruction) (Unknown): Psalm 128 teaches the
interrelatedness of blessings on the home (1-4) with blessings on
the community that continue on into the grand-parenting years (56). Some commentators see a close connection between Psalms
127 and 128 in four, family-related movements. The only sure
foundation for a healthy home is a personal, dependent walk with
the Lord (127:1-2). This provides the foundation for early child
training in the home (127:3-5), continues with a fruitful family life
(126:1-4) and fulfills the scope of blessing with the impact of
healthy home-life on the community around, even into the twilight
years (126:5-6). How healthy is my relationship to my physical
and spiritual family?
Psalm 129 (Plea) (Unknown): The psalmist recognizes the
Lord’s hand in Israel’s deliverance from their wicked oppressors
(1-4) and calls out for the downfall of all who hate Israel (5-8). In
the midst of minor harassment or major trials, is the Lord’s
righteousness my sure foundation?
Psalm 130 (Plea) (Unknown): This pilgrim psalm is also a
penitential psalm (the 6th of seven penitential psalms along with
Psalms 6, 32, 38, 51, 102, and 143). Out of the depth of his
anguish the psalmist pours out his heart to the Lord (1-2),
expresses confidence in the full and final forgiveness He provides
(3-4), waits patiently by fixing his hope on the Lord working
through His Word, (5-6), and encourages others towards that
same, sure hope (7-8). How do I use my experience of waiting
patiently on the Lord to invite God’s people toward the same?
Psalm 131 (Instruction) (David): In the first verse David
utilizes a common Hebraic literary device by strongly stating a
positive truth by negating its opposite. David, a man after God’s
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heart, bares the timeless secret to his walk with the Lord for God’s
people throughout the ages. David is humble (1, free from the
drivenness of haughtiness and self-seeking ambition), content (2,
filled with the warm, tender contact of relationship in the Lord’s
Presence without the fitfulness of unfulfilled needs), and gives it
away to others (3, focused on pointing others to their only sure
hope, the Lord, beginning in this moment). Paul seems to reflect
these three foundation stones of life in Philippians 2:1-4. How
accurately does Psalm 131 describe how I long to live my life?
Psalm 132 (Royal) (Unknown): This royal psalm may have
been composed for the dedication of the temple (cp. 8-10 with 2
Ch 6:41-42) and subsequently used in the coronation ritual. It
consists of two verses of petition (1 and 10), each followed by
eight verses. First, the psalm requests that the Lord remembers
David’s zeal in bringing the Ark to Jerusalem and thus blesses his
dynasty (1-9, 2-5 is David’s vow and 6-9 Israel’s response to it).
Second, the psalm requests that the Lord remembers David’s
successors for David’s sake (10-18, because of His covenant to
David, 11-12, and His election of Jerusalem, 13-16, the Lord
assures Israel that He will answer this petition, 17-18). Do I know
God’s voice of assurance today in my life that He will always
fulfill His promises to me and to His people?
Psalm 133 (Instruction) (David): This psalm celebrates the
blessings of the family unity of God’s people by describing it’s
life-releasing results (1), by sketching two word-pictures
portraying how God views family unity (2, as precious as the oil
of priestly consecration and as fruitful as the early mountain dew),
and by stating that it’s in that place, in connectedness and in unity,
that the Lord pours out the abundance of His blessing forever (3).
How closely am I connected with God’s people?
Psalm 134 (Hymn of Praise) (Unknown): This psalm provides
an appropriate ending to the book of pilgrim songs with a liturgy
of praise. The departing worshipers call on the Levites to
constantly continue the praise of the Lord (1-2) and a Levite
blesses the worshippers, pointing them to the Great and Good God
who frames and blesses every aspect of their lives (3). Do I leave
my quiet time of worship with the sense of the Presence of this
Great and Good Maker blessing every aspect of my life?
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Psalm 135 (Hymn of Praise) (Unknown): This psalm is most
likely post-exilic and points to God as the Hero of the OT as
Creator, Redeemer and Lord over all. Its first and last stanzas
frame this psalm with “Hallelujahs” (Hymn of Praise), a call for
all of God’s people to praise the Lord (1-3a and 19-21). Sketched
within the framework of praise are brief snippets of God as the
reason or ground for praise. God is good and He highly values the
people He has chosen (3b-4). God is also great because He is
Creator and Sustainer over His creation (5-7), Redeemer of His
people (8-14), and Lord over all the demonic realm (15-18). Do I
praise this Good and Great Lord who initiates, speaks, sees, and
gives life or a false idol of my own making?
Psalm 136 (Thanksgiving) (Unknown): This liturgy of praise
to the Lord as Creator and Redeemer is punctuated by the refrain
from the people exalting the Lord’s steadfast covenant-love (Heb.,
hesed) and concludes the Great Hallel Psalms (120-136). This
hymn opens and closes with a call to thanksgiving (1-3 and 26)
because of God’s great deeds as Creator/Sustainer over nature (49) and because of His gracious actions as Redeemer of His people
in particular (10-22) and all people in general (23-25). Is my life
punctuated with the refrain “God’s love endures forever”?
Psalm 137 (Lament) (Unknown): In this plaintiff song of an
exile recently returning from captivity in Babylon, he pours out
his heart before the Lord through song regarding his bitter taste of
the years spent in the foreign land. The psalmist remembers the
sorrow and torment that God’s people experienced in Babylon (13), expresses his love for Jerusalem, the city where God chose to
reveal His Presence (4-6), and calls for retribution from the Lord
on Israel’s tormentors, Edom and Babylon (7-9). Am I as free to
express my deep feelings of hurt to the Lord, authentically and
transparently?
Psalm 138 (Thanksgiving) (David): The psalmist thanks the
Lord that He’s the God who personally hears and answers prayer
(1-3), calls on the leaders of the earth to praise Him because He is
both transcendent and imminent (4-6), and tells his ongoing story
of the Lord’s protective care in fulfilling His purposes for himself,
even in the midst of tough times (7-8). Do I have the same kind of
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confidence that God is actively at work in my life, fulfilling His
purposes?
Psalm 139 (Instruction) (David) (See Appendix for Amplified
Article from Bible Conference): This psalm focuses on four great
attributes of God, not in the abstract, but in a very life-related way
as God’s people respond to His revelation. God is omniscient (1-6,
He knows all things), omnipresent (7-12, He is present
everywhere at all times), omnipotent (13-18, He can do anything,
illustrated by His formation of man), and holy (19-24, His purity
destroys evil men and searches the hearts of His people). Notice
man’s response to a growing awareness of God’s omniscience (6),
God’s omnipresence (10), God’s omnipotence (14, 17-18), and
God’s holiness (19, 21-22, aligning myself with His fight against
evil, 23-24, especially in my own heart). Do I spend significant
daily time alone with this Great God, responding to the revelation
of who He is?
Psalm 140 (Plea) (David): How do the godly respond when
they are in deep trouble from the plots of evil men and their
venomous tongues? The psalmist cries to the Lord for rescue from
the violent (1-3) and protection from the arrogant (4-8), aligns
himself with the Lord by asking that these evil people experience
the consequences of their actions (9-11), and confidently affirms
that the righteous will enjoy God’s Presence because He is for
them (12-13). What’s my initial response when I’m in deep
trouble?
Psalm 141 (Plea) (David): The pull of evil is a powerful force
in the world. How do God’s people keep from falling prey to the
very things that destroy the lost? In deep dependence, the psalmist
calls on the Lord to come quickly (1-2) to keep him from all evil
actions and speech (3-4), even using the loving rebuke of another
(5a), to help him align his heart with the Lord’s against evil (5b7), and to protect him from the hidden snares of evildoers because
his eyes are fixed on the Lord (8-10). How steadfastly are my eyes
fixed on the Lord?
Psalm 142 (Plea) (David): When David was powerless, alone
and without refuge after fleeing to the cave of Adullam (1 Sam.
22:1f or perhaps 1 Sam. 23:19f), he “goes vertical.” David begins
by pouring out his complaints before the Lord in a loud voice and
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with full emotions (1-2), lamenting that his enemies seek to kill
him and that no one cares (3-4). David concludes by “going
vertical” to the Lord again and confidently asserting his assurance
that the Lord will rescue him and set him free so he may praise the
name of the Lord (5-7). What “desperate need” am I experiencing
where I need to “go vertical” to my Friend who cares?
Psalm 143 (Plea) (David): In this seventh and last penitential
psalm, David models for God’s people throughout the centuries
how to respond when we have reached the end of the line; no
more reserve or resources…except for One! In the first half of the
psalm, David makes his initial cry for help because of His
character (1-2), honestly laments his crushing circumstances (3-4),
and reflects back on God’s faithfulness, causing him to thirst
again for God’s Presence (5-6). This fresh thirst for the One and
Only real refuge brings David again to prayer as he rapidly prays a
string of nine pointed requests that cover the whole gamut of his
needs (7-12). Have I learned to be as specific in prayer as David
with his nine requests? Which do I need most today?
Psalm 144 (Thanksgiving) (David): In this royal psalm of
thanksgiving. David asks a similar question as in Psalm 8:4,
“What is man?” Here David underscores man as dust, while in
Psalm 8 the majesty of man, both equally true and vital. David
blesses God for His past victories (1-4), asks Him for present
deliverance (5-8, 11), promises to gratefully acknowledge His
intervention (9-10) and finally pictures the future blessings (1215, vigorous sons, dependable daughters, full barns, healthy
animals, security, peace, prosperity, and God’s Presence, the basis
of it all). Do I recognize God’s Presence as the greatest blessing I
can possibly experience?
Psalm 145 (Hymn of Praise) (David) (See Appendix for
Outline): This hymn of adoration to the Great and Mighty King
and the Good and Nurturing Father is an acrostic psalm (each
verse beginning with a successive letter of the Hebrew alphabet).
The psalm begins and ends with exaltation and an outpouring of
praise from every person for all time (1-2, 21). Within this frame
of praise, four poetic paragraphs develop four themes extolling the
majesty of God’s character (each introduced with a thematic line,
3, 8, 13b, 17). The psalmist’s own passion provokes our hearts to
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worship Him for His greatness (3-7), for His goodness (8-13a), for
His faithfulness (13b-16), and for His righteousness (17-20). Do I
reflect long and deeply on our King’s character so I can pour out
praise?
Psalm 146 (Hymn of Praise) (Unknown): This is the first of
five joyous hymns that close the Psalter, each beginning and
ending with “Hallelujah.” Between the opening and closing calls
to praise Him (1-2, 10b), the psalmist contrast a trust in man with
a trust in the Lord, the faithful Creator of all (3-5), and then
catalogs ten select acts that demonstrate how much God’s people
can trust in Him (7-10a). Am I as conscious of the Lord’s active
intervention in my life, as the psalmist is in his?
Psalm 147 (Hymn of Praise) (Unknown): This Hymn of Praise
to the Lord has three movements or stanzas. Each begins with a
call to praise the Lord followed by the reasons to praise. Each also
describes God’s commands over His creation with a power that
puts Him utterly beyond mankind (4-6, 8-9, 15-18). He is the allpowerful (omnipotent) Creator and His people are the created.
First, praise the Lord (1-6) because of His restoration of Israel (23) and greatness in creation (4-6). Second, praise the Lord (8-11)
because of His greatness in creation (8-9) and delight in those who
trust Him (10-11). Third, praise the Lord (12-20) because of His
protection for Israel (13-14), greatness in creation (15-18), and
His Word revealed to Israel (19-20). Am I trusting God to be God
in each and every arena of my life?
Psalm 148 (Hymn of Praise) (Unknown): The psalmist calls
on everything everywhere in the universe to praise the Lord,
beginning with the heavens (1-6) and including the earth (7-12)
since everything that is owes Him praise because the splendor and
power of His name is exalted above all (13-14). Is praise a
constant focus in my daily life?
Psalm 149 (Hymn of Praise) (Unknown): Framed by “praise
the Lord” (1a, 9b), the two themes in this psalm are developed in
two balanced stanzas of four verses each. God’s people are
summed to a joyful, exuberant celebration because, first, the Lord
takes delight in personal and intimate relationship with them (1b5) and second, He also partners with them in victory over their
enemies (5-9b), reflecting His double-edged Eden design of
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mankind for intimated relationship and impacting purpose (cp.
Genesis 1:26 and 27-28). Am I celebrating God’s delight in me
that leads to intimacy with Him and impact for Him?
Psalm 150 (Hymn of Praise) (Unknown): This psalm of praise
is the grand climax of the whole collection of psalms. Like the
swelling crescendo of a great, universal orchestra, every person
and thing with life and breath in the whole creation joins in a
crashing climax of praise toward the only One who is worthy.
Framed by the two “Hallelujahs,” the psalm answers four great
questions of worship: “Where?” (1b, everywhere), “Why?” (2,
because of what He’s done and who He is), “How?” (3-5, in any
and every possible way), and “Who?” (6, every living being). Is
worship a cornerstone of my daily life?
Record Insights, Respond, then Reflect
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Psalm 13 (NIV): Disappointment with God
2018 Bible Conference,
Mount Hope Bible Fellowship Church in Kansas

God designed us for wonder, the powerful emotion that arrests
our attention over SomeOne great, extraordinary, beyond our
ability to fully grasp. On Monday night, we will see that God
designed us for glory and majesty as His image-bearers.
Open my eyes that I may see wonderful things in your
law (Psalm 119:18).
Disappointment with God, however, often swallows up our
wonder and tip-toe expectation for what God has for us. In our
Psalm for this morning, David expresses his deep disappointment
in God because He failed to act when and how David expected.
Psalm 13 openly records David’s raw emotions of disappointment
so we can honestly embrace our pain and work through to launch
breakthrough growth through praise…with no change in
circumstances.
Let me begin with a brief overview of all 150 Psalms because
God’s solution to disappointment in God lies in the Psalms. The
majority of the Psalms fall into one of three categories, lament
(complaint), petition (prayer), or worship (praise/thanksgiving).
 Lament is the voice of raw emotions when we feel that
God failed to come to our rescue when or how He should
have;
 Petition is the voice of asking since we are aware of needs
beyond what we can meet ourselves;
 Worship is the voice of enthusiastic love, returning the
wonder and awe to our lives.
And in this one extraordinary Psalm of only six verses, Psalm
13 provides a powerful model for how to recover our wonder and
our expectant hope for the future. Especially when God seems
silent.
Listen for two verses each of the voice of lament, the voice of
petition and the voice of praise as I read Psalm 13.
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1. The Voice of LAMENT (Psalm 13:1-2)
For years the lament Psalms had no power in my life and
brought only confusion. How ironic that I complained, “David,
just stop whining!” I still remember when Psalm 13 and the power
of lament first came alive for me and opened up wider emotional
vistas, expanding how I saw God and myself, and recover wonder
out of pain.
Repeated words provide clues to discover what David
emphasizes. First, four times David bemoans God’s undue delay:
“How long, O LORD….” Second, seven first person pronouns
show up, revealing David’s self-focused pity party.
Read Psalm 13:1-2.
Do you remember such a time of personal disappointment in
God? Take a moment to pull up that memory. Even if it’s painful,
bring it up because we want to discover ourselves in this Psalm.
Perhaps the death of a loved one; or a child turning away from the
Lord; or health problems, crop failures or business failures.
Certainly disappointments are part of life in our post-Genesis
3 world, yet how we respond either makes us bitter or better.
Unchecked disappointment, especially towards God, chokes off
wonder, like weeds choke a flourishing garden.
Lament Psalms are honest, vulnerable, raw feelings…and also
self-focused. I call them the “poor-me” Psalms because they often
reflect this self-focus prodded by internal or external pain. God
invites us to bring to Him all these authentic, yet destructive,
emotions of anger, bargaining or grief. It’s not enough to vent, and
even more destructive to stuff. Lean into God with all of it.
Lament also expresses honest doubt about God. God seems to
have failed us. Don’t bury these feelings, even if they are distorted
by pain. They are your feelings so genuine, even if they don’t
align with Reality. They give me permission to wobble in tough
times of disorientation.
R.T. Kendall, a well-respected Christian, surmises that 90% of
people do not break through when they feel betrayed by God,
diminishing their intimacy with Him and blinded to our Godassignments. But please, take a poll in your life to be sure you
personally have no false sense of betrayal. 1
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This downward spiral begins with what we see as undue
delay from God. If not immediately checked, this degenerates into
disappointment with God as we “should” on God, which
swallows up our wonder. “God should have….” This then spirals
down to betrayal and anger aimed at God, which undermines our
friendship and partnership because we no longer trust God.
“When we are offended by God, our offense does not
shut down the hurt, but shuts down our hope”
(my pastor this morning.)
This prolonged delay is our enemy’s favorite strategy in the
midst of a turnaround to get our eyes back on ourselves. Perhaps
you recently felt the first-fruits of a turnaround, in your personal
walk or ministry, in your church or in your business. Now all you
feel is this undue delay on God’s part and echo the psalmist:
“How long, O LORD.”
You hear this tonight because grace is near to break free from
the enemy’s downward spiral.
Be fiercely honest with God and with yourself. Bring all these
raw emotions into God’s presence, just as they are, raw,
unfiltered, like David did four times. Let’s look at what David is
saying in these four lament questions.
1. “I’m forgotten!” “How long will you forget me, forever?”
2. “I’m abandoned!” “How long will you hide your face
from me?”
3. “I’m in inner turmoil in my thoughts!” “How long must
I wrestle sorrowfully with my inner thoughts?”
4. “I’m in inner turmoil in my thoughts!” “How long will
my enemy triumph over me?”
“How long, O LORD, will I be forgotten, abandoned, left
alone to battle with my own despairing thoughts, and defeated by
my enemies?”
As I carefully examine each of these four phrases in verses
1-2, none of them may actually align with God-Reality. Despair
twists our perspective.
1. Could our God ever forget His favorite friend?
2. Is God really hiding His face from His beloved child?
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3. Could our loving Father ever leave us alone?
4. Have our enemies triumphed over us in every way?
Brooding resentment. Dark despair. Nagging doubts about
God’s care and timing, yet without shame. Why can David be so
free to be honest with God?
David knew the compassionate Friend he had in God. Leaning
in hard to God with every ounce of his disappointment provides
the pathway back to wonder.
May I ask, “Are you as free before God as David is to express
your disappointment with God in what seems to be a prolonged
delay?”
If not, what hinders us? Do we hear the enemy’s whispered
deceit that extracts guilt and shame: “If I have such thoughts, I
must be a bad person.” Jesus dealt a death blow to both guilt and
shame on the cross.
And also let me also be clear. God has never done one thing
where we are correct to be disappointed with Him. He is never
late. He is good at His core so can only do good. Always.
Your powerful emotions may not always be accurate, but in
lament they are authentic, both real and raw. A love relation only
thrives in emotional honesty. And God is not fragile!
God is after warriors, and warriors in His Kingdom army are
strengthened in battle.
2. The Voice of PETITION (Psalm 13:3-4)
David gives you the responses to break free from these chains.
Don’t settle in lament, drinking the bitter dregs at our private
pity-party of false feelings of betrayal. We must choose to move
beyond lament to petition. Forty five years ago, Jesus drew me to
Himself seven miles up Highway 96 in Haven, Kansas. One of the
first things they taught me is the importance of prayer. So isn’t
prayer an obvious response? Yes and no!
When I spiral down in despair, spiritual dullness often clouds
my thoughts. I forget I’m a child of the King with easy access to
my Father. It seems that everything is falling apart, and my fleshresponse is to suck my thumb in lament sitting alone in my pityparty.
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It’s a deliberate choice to rush into God’s presence with our
desires or we will take on a victim mentality. Or worse yet, cover
it up. Sadly, I know friends who have lived in lament for decades
over a painful event, and are blinded to a way out.
For me, this type prayer is not driven by strong desires to
connect with God, but by necessity. Psalm 73 graphically
describes this radical turning point. “Until I came into God’s
presence in the sanctuary; then I understood…” (73:17).
Our Father experiences great pleasure when His children
climb up on His lap and pour out our hearts. 2 It’s who He is. As I
ask, He either answers or my verbalizing often brings me insight
so I adjust. In either case, I just took this out of my dark thoughts
into the light. At its essence, prayer of petition is like a child
rushing into a good father’s presence and asking. It’s basic
language, never requiring flowery words.
Petition is addressed to God, the only one who can help. Pleas.
Entreaty. Asking. Prayer are other words for petition. Be direct.
What is it that you specifically want now from your caring Father?
What boldness in this God-seeker, David! “Look” “Answer”
“Give light,” are all commands to our sovereign Lord.
 Look: “I need to know you are looking, Daddy!” “Feeling
separation from your presence is more than I can bear.”
God designed us in Genesis 1 with a deep down human
need to be noticed since God designed us in His image of
community. We want to be seen. When my young
grandchildren swing in the park, they shout “Look,
Poppo!” We long to be seen and noticed, even as adults,
although we are not as obvious. As I was preparing, a
wave of deep discouragement hit me. I prayed Psalm 13.
When I prayed the word “look,” this deep-down, “oh
Lord” of His presence flooded me, instantly shattering
discouragement.
 Answer: “I need guidance, Lord, because I’ve lost my
way.”
 Give light: “I’m confused, stumbling in the dark.” David
asks for insight into this difficulty. Ephesians tells us the
Spirit of wisdom and insight lives within us.
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God insists that we ask Him, or the powerful pull of pain will
pull us back to lament. “Or else…” I will slide back (3b-4). There
is no coasting in the Christian life. If you think you are drifting,
the pull of this world and our flesh is actually pulling us back. My
spiritual state is more fragile when I’m beginning to refocus from
myself to God.
Instead of insisting on his way, David has now opened his
heart to God’s way, like our Master in the Garden. “Abba
Father,…not what I will, but what you will” (Mark 14:36).
How come such bold, fervent, persistent asking from David?
God has slipped His wedding ring on our finger.
God delights to give His bride and His beloved children good
things (James 1:17). It’s who He is.
Come boldly into God’s throne-presence and ask.
3. The Voice of PRAISE (Psalm 13:5-6)
Yet this man after God’s own heart does not leave us choked
off by disappointment leading to despair or in endless asking. He
takes us firmly by the hand to return us to our heritage of awe and
wonder and exuberant joy, without any external change.
Right here is where many of us stumble.
Why praise and worship…when nothing has changed in my
circumstances?
Waiting for change would be walking by sight, not by faith.
And if we don’t move out of lament to petition all the way
through to praise without any immediate relief at hand, we will
slide back to lament. David leans in close, face to face with the
living God with the ringing enthusiasm of worship…and no
circumstance has changed. Yet all has changed within David. He
recovered the wonder of the heart set free!
Thanksgiving. Exaltation. Worship. From pouting to praise!
David climbed up from the depths of despair to the summit of
praise as he leaned into the Lord.
David is emphatic. “But for my part.” These deliberate
choices take effort and hard work. God plays a part, and we also
play our part in flourishing spirituality. God is not against effort,
only the deceit of earning. Look with me at these five responses
of praise.
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Trusting confidence; It’s not about the quality of our faith,
but the object of our faith that brings the outcome;
 Unfailing love. Psalm 32 tells us twice that God’s love
always surrounds us;
 Overflowing joy in his heart, the core of who we are, mind,
affections and will;
 Exuberant singing because his heart has been set free.
WHY?
Because the Lord has been “good to me” This is the open
secret to a vibrant spiritual life. Not a false Pollyanna view of life.
Not a lie like: “Everything is OK.” Evil does exist in the world
and we experience attack and God is alive and always moving
towards us, even when we don’t see Him clearly.
Yet out of the roughest trial, God will cause these to work
together for our good, dealing bountifully with us since God is a
generous God who lavishes us with His grace (Romans 8:28). We
have a personal Friend, a Father, our King, our Groom who is at
the control center of the universe so sing exuberantly.
This is not merely a theological statement of “good” like in
Psalm 73:1. It’s the ringing declaration of one man, designed as a
worshipper set free. David has come home, to our only true home,
resting in the God who is for us…always.
Why the change in response?
We are called to walk by faith, not sight, so we lean into God
in praise without anything changing. Yet all has changed because
our focus ends up worshipping the living God. We are never more
fully human than when we are praising God.
Yet Thou art holy, O Thou who art enthroned upon the
praises of Israel (Psalm 22:3, NASB).
How Psalm 13 Has Impacted Me
First, Psalm 13 has given me language to express to God the
whole range of my emotions. I feel these emotions. Yet it’s tough
for me to put them into words. Psalms gives me permission to
express the whole range of human emotions, from deep despair to
restful petition and exultant praise. Psalms lends me language. As
an aside, if we cut off expressing our deep despair, we will also
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block the experience of the exultant joy available to us. They seem
to be tied together.
Second, lament gives me permission to wobble when life slaps
me around like a hockey puck and God seems silent. As someone
who has walked with Jesus for a long time, it’s still OK when I
feel sorry for myself…if I bring this self-focus in all its rawness
quickly to God. I don’t first need to get my act together. I don’t
have to first clean up. God can handle my raw feelings, even when
they are not accurate, just so they are honest.
Third, for David, and even more for us, God is our BFF. He is
our best Friend forever, and friends openly share, especially when
we are in pain. Do you have such an intimate relationship with
Him? Do you long for one? He offers Himself to you this
morning.
Fourth, Psalm 13 has become my life-posture, a model to melt
into His embrace. David teaches me how to “bounce well” when I
begin to spiral down. No event or circumstance can come into my
life where I must keep spiraling down. None! Since God designed
us as worshippers in Genesis 1 prior to the Fall, “we become what
we behold.” All of Scripture is an invitation for us as believers to
end up as quickly as possible in worship.
 If I’m struggling, I embrace Him with lament and move
through petition to celebrate God in praise.
 If I’m in need, I embrace petition and move to celebrate
God in praise.
 If I’m soaring through life in this season with the wind
filling my sails, begin by celebrating God in praise.
Did you notice that all our life then ends in worship?3
Where are you in your life today? Lament? Petition? Praise?
As we close, take a moment to reflect. Get in a receptive
posture. For me, I normally need to shut my eyes to block out my
surroundings. I often place my palms up in a receptive posture.
Reflect.
In every time of life, we have the choice between two parties.
 We can drink the bitter dregs at our pity-party, or
 feast at God’s banquet table in the midst of our enemies of
disappointment and failure, loss and pain (Psalm 23).
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Choose to lean into the Father, Son and Spirit. God is for you
and loves you more than you can imagine. Our Family-of-Three is
the gravitational pull of our lives.
Where do you need the Lord most this morning?
Our God is a God of surprise, who wants to surprise you this
morning with the extent of His love for you. God wants to lay new
train tracks in you life for a new train of thought.

Psalm 139 (NIV): “What Is God Like?”
2018 Bible Conference,
Mount Hope Bible Fellowship Church in Kansas
Any small thoughts we may have of God are magnificently
transcended by Psalm 139. Yet it’s intensely personal.
We could never come to such extraordinary answers to our
two essential questions, “What’s God like?” “How does this God
see me?” As is Psalm 139, all Scripture is an invitation into fuller
life. That’s why I called these series of Palms “Discover Yourself
in the Psalms.” And the five Psalms I selected open up vaster
experience of our transcendent God.
Even if you have faithfully walked with Him for forty plus
years, God always has “more” to reveal about Himself. Some
today argue that we just need to follow the “simple Jesus” and
don’t need to be concerned with theology. Not so David. The
“simple Jesus” leads us right back to the depths of God’s
character. No wonder Jesus calls His followers “disciples,”
lifelong life-learners. One of my favorite authors, A.W. Tozer,
states:
“There is scarcely an error in teaching or in our practical
walk with Christ that is not ultimately traceable back to
an immature or improper view of God”
(Knowledge of the Holy).
Psalm 139 centers on concepts that are true of God as He
relates with image-bearers…and each fries our mental circuits:
His omniscience (God knows everything); His omnipresence (God
is every-where present); His omnipotence (God can do anything);
and His holiness (God is unique and pure and calls us to be holy
like Him). And God initiates. The four implied questions with
responses is my attempt to convey David’s flow of thought so we
discover ourselves in this Psalm.
How well does God know me? (vv. 1-7)
A key to understanding is repetition. “You” for God and
“me/my” are each used eleven times. This Psalm is a revelation of
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who God is, David’s “box buster” that shatters any boxes we have
limited God to. But God does not simply reveal His raw Deity.
We see God as He relates to His image-bearers, those He created
to be His intimate allies. Make this Psalm a personal discovery.
Have you ever pondered how well God knows you?
1-5: Since God is all-knowing, we are an open book to Him.
This all-knowing is personal and active. Notice the common
rhythms of everyday life: sit to rest, rise to do and think to
communicate. Our caring God searches every aspect of our lives;
nothing remains hidden. He knows our inward thoughts as well as
our outward actions. Like we discovered in Psalm 13:1-2, this
makes it irrational to try to hide our thoughts from Him.
When I read verse 5 (“You hem me in—behind and before;
you have laid your hand upon me”), what was the first emotion
that leaped into your heart? More the first or the second. Be
honest with yourself.
 “I’m busted. God knows what I was thinking this morning.
I can’t get away. God limits me, behind and before. Sure, I
know God laid His hand on me, and He is heavy-handed!”
 Or more: “What a delight to know that my compassionate
Father protects me completely, behind and before,
surrounding me with His reassuring presence when I’m
coming and going. What a tender touch His hand is upon
my shoulder, comforting and encouraging.”
I have noticed that our personal response to verse 5 is a fairly
accurate indicator of the picture we have of our Father in heaven
in our heart. His reassuring presence surrounds us coming and
going. And yes, He will also discipline me as His son. These
hands were not given to discipline our children, but to touch them
in caring and reassuring ways. God doesn’t come to us with a
clenched fist, but lays His open hand on our shoulder as evidence
of His care.
David’s three sequential responses to the discovery that God
knows all things are fascinating. We are not changed by simply
knowing facts, but as we take truth to encounter life.
 v. 6a: First, such knowledge blows my mind. David
reflexes to the merely theological, which prevents truth
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from exposing our hearts. “Wow, you know everything,
and this is beyond my ability to grasp.”
 v. 6b: Second, David shifts into “performance drive,”
knowing he cannot to attain with self-effort what God
freely gifts us. “Such a life is too lofty for me to attain!”
 v. 7: Third, his urge is to escape and to take flight, hiding
like Adam and Eve in the Garden because such intimacy is
too much for this man after God’s heart. Did you catch
this? The very purpose God created us is to enjoy God’s
presence. David looks to flee from God’s presence. This
literally means the intimacy of God’s “face.” Like in
Genesis 2:7, God breathed into Adam’s nostrils the breath
of life and the first conscious memory Adam had was
looking into the face of God.
Instead of going vertical in worship, David went horizontal,
limiting God to what David could grasp with his limited capacity.
What about you? What is there about your life that you try to hide
from Him? God knows everything about everything and everyone
all the time. What are you discovering about yourself in these few
verses?
How near does God stay to me? (vv. 8-12)
In 8-12, David poetically and imaginatively expresses the truth
that God is everywhere present. It’s like he is thinking, “Imagine
a situation or place where God is not.” Everywhere David
thought of fleeing in verse 7, God was already there.
8-12: God sees all. God is present in every place, although
uniquely different than His creation. Can you imagine a situation
or a place where God’s presence is absent in your life? Again,
David is writing to blow the doors off of any way we limit who
God is.
It’s not enough for us that God is generally present in the
world. We want God to show up in His special presence with us.
Augustine, the 1st Century Church father prayed, “Almighty God,
you have made us for yourself and our hearts are restless until
they find their rest in You.”
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And why would a Christian even want to flee from God? What
are some possible reasons?
 Adam and Eve’s first response in Genesis 3 after sin
brought separation with the accompanying guilt and shame
was to hide and cover up, guilt for what they did and
shame for who they are. It’s our natural response when we
are unwilling to expose all of ourselves before God. If you
felt any of this, please get prayer. Your Father is waiting
with open arms!
 In Luke 5:1-11, Peter told the Lord to go away for “I am a
sinful man” when Jesus revealed a small portion of His
authority. Shame for who he was.
So, what does this mean for us as NT believers? God is with
us in all we do and say. If this ever feels too intimate, if any
feelings of fleeing bubble up within us as His child, why would
you or I want to flee? Forgiveness releases us from all guilt (for
what we do) and shame (for who we are). Jesus paid it all. We no
longer have any barriers to access with the Father.
Like the prayer in Psalm 13:4, “Look,” God reveals that He is
always looking. He has had us on His heart from before the
foundation of the world. The NT makes clear, when we come to
Christ, He envelops us with His life, drawing us into emotional
intimacy with the Father, Son and Spirit so we are forever and
always different. God is always moving towards us without
boundaries.
How intimately involved is God with me? (vv. 13-18)
This third question brings the first two questions forward and
expands on them. God sees the invisible and penetrates the
inaccessible, and also actively operated there for our good. I could
camp on these verses until midnight since they touch on
something breathtaking about God’s relationship with His people.
Instead, let me read verses 13-18 with a few brief comments, and
encourage each of you to soak in this passage for the next month.
God is not only all-knowing and everywhere present, He is also
all-powerful.
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David could have used the starry universe to overwhelm us
with how all-powerful God is, as he does in Psalm 8. Instead he
goes micro. David sketches out in broad strokes the intricacy and
wonder of a baby’s conception, as God knits two minute cells
together. Are we sure, certain, unswerving in our belief of how
intimately involved God is with you? In Genesis 1, God designed
us for such moment-by-moment intimacy.
13-14: David’s response to the first statement in verse 13 is
worship (14). How marvelously God creates a human being.
David knew this wonder then so how much greater is our awe in
how God designed His image-bearers with all the advances in
identifying the marvelous way our body works. This is another
reminder of the value of one human life. God wants us to respond
to revelation. We don’t know until we respond to it, and reflect
how this truth encounters our lives. David knows this care “full
well.”
15-16: Again David uses the metaphor of the marvel of
conception, where God took two cells and intricately knitted them
together. If we ignore this revelation of insight where we come
from and who guides and directs our lives, we will walk through
life with a cavernous hole in our hearts, trying to fill with
counterfeits. If instead we bow to this in worship, our lives
quickly come to order as we respond to our God-assignments with
a ready “Yes, Sir!”
17-18: Precious, of value beyond measuring. The NLT
properly makes these thoughts personal, “about me.” God has you
on His thoughts, constantly. You are His favorite son or daughter
because His ability to love is without limits. Zephaniah 3:17
reveals that God takes great delight in you, and rejoices over you
with singing.
How vast are these love thoughts God pours into my life?
The stream of them outnumber the grains of sand. Think about
this. I used to live in Huntington Beach, CA. Imagine picking up
one handful of sand, and letting the grains slip through your
fingers as you count them. Mind-blowing. Then take whatever
number you come up with an multiply by all the handfuls of sand
on the entire beach! God’s love-thoughts streaming towards me
vastly exceed whatever number I came up with.
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And when I awake each morning with the Reality that this
God, whose good pleasure it was to adopt me as His son, is still
with me, how significantly will this impact my day?
I would like to park it here…but let me quickly finish, because
this last section is crucial to an accurate view of God.
What life-focus releases maximum life? (vv. 19-24)
Did you notice the radical change of mood in the Psalm
beginning with verse 19? For years, I stopped after verse 18, not
understanding why the following verses were here. I have an idea
now, but you check it out since you are the gatekeeper of your
own heart.
God is all-knowing, everywhere present, all-powerful in His
intimate involvement with us, and also He is holy. Holiness in
God means that He is whole, entire, complete, and perfectly pure.
Holiness in us is the life-focus that releases maximum life (1 Peter
1:15-16). The very clarity of this fresh vision of who God is
through verse 18 made any form of evil odious to David.
19-22: God’s holiness jolts David from the heights of
revelation about God to reenter his life swirling around him.
David’s mind immediately focuses on the wrongs of others, and
can be blind to my own.
Give David kudos. For all his fierce expressions, David was a
good hater. He hated only those who hated good with a zeal for
God. David never sets himself up as judge and jury, like we may
be prone to do. David aligns himself with God’s purity and His
justice in His fight against evil since our creation-design to rule
aligns us against injustice in the world.
Some of you may be brokenhearted about a specific arena of
injustice you see in the world. Or perhaps about one person and
some of his/her harmful habits that limit the vast freedom we have
in Christ. Your heart breaks, like David’s. This is good, godlike
because God’s heart also breaks over injustice.
However, it’s crucial that a glimpse into God’s holiness moves
us to evaluate our own lives. Until we deal with ourselves, we are
unable to help others caught in injustice whether the habits of a
specific person or an unjust system. Often it’s too big in our minds
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to do anything but complain about, like David (although kudos to
David…He still leans into God with his complaints!)
“The problem is out there.” With this focus, I cannot help the
situation. Real change first happens inside me. Jesus says if we
begin by seeing the mote in another, we are blind to the beam in
our eyes (Matthew 7:1-6). First deal with our stuff, then help
others. “Being always precedes doing.” As we are the people of
God, then He can use as to partner with Him in this injustice,
maybe in prayer only, maybe in prayer leading to powerful
ministry to one or to many.
If we begin with others, like David did in verses 19-22 (“O
God, look at the wrong in others”), then quickly move to our own
holiness (1 Peter 1:15-16). Ask God to search you to remove any
beams in your eye. “O God, restore a God-centered focus in me.”
23-24: Holiness in David means he is growing in conformity
to the all-holy God. Use injustice in the world to first change our
hearts. Then we see more clearly what our specific Godassignments are toward that injustice. Holiness grew as David first
focused on what is primary, that is, on his own life, not first on
others.
These two verses show the continuity with the rest of the
Psalm. What we do always flows out of who we are. Doing flows
out of being. The ministry in 19-22 of aligning with God’s justice
must flow out of our own lives of purity. David prays for God to
restore him with three statements. David transposes the earlier
truths into the key for change, a willing acceptance and full
surrender.
 23: David began in 1-7 by stating God had searched him,
perhaps with a bit of dismay. Now David fully embraces
God’s searching presence with the depths of his heart with
gratitude and an eager welcome. He asks God to
investigate every nook and cranny of his heart. Notice the
growing trust and intimacy in this Psalm.
 24: David asks God to expose any and every offensive
way within him. Instead of fleeing to hide as in verses 812, now David invites God to show him a clear picture of
what he is about so he does not grieve God in the least.
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24b: In alignment with the third movement in 13-18, keep
on guiding me on the road of eternal life.
This is where David was going from the first line of this
Psalm, to impact David from the inside out to become holy as God
is holy. David brings truth home to encounter his life so we
discover more of ourselves.
“Be holy, because I am holy” (1 Peter 1:13b).
Something powerful and fundamental flows out of holiness.
For all eternity, we will join heavenly beings in singing about
God’s holiness.
“Holy, Holy, holy
is the Lord God Almighty,
who was, and is, and is to come” (Revelation 4:8).
What have we discovered about ourselves in Psalm 139?
We grow as we expand our understanding of these two questions:
“What’s God like?” “How does this God see and know me?”
Is there anything, anything at all that is blocking you from
expressing from you heart:
“Here I am, Lord. Search me through and through. Know
my heart, change my heart and send me.”
Then we are in the place to partner with God to see injustice
and to do something about it, whether in a person or in society.
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Psalm 8 (NASB): “How Does God See Me?”
2018 Bible Conference,
Mount Hope Bible Fellowship Church in Kansas
Some fifteen years back, I was wrestling with the second
essential question, “How does God see and know me?” I began to
ask myself, where can I go to find God’s original intent for
humanity, without sin?
I recognized then that I had never had a thought that was not
colored in some way by my falleness, even though God is
renewing my mind. We all see a distorted reflection, like in a
cracked mirror compared to how God sees according to
1 Corinthians 13.
How can I know now?
I pose the same question to all of us tonight. Where could we
go to know God’s original intent for humanity?
I came up with two, and only two. First, Genesis 1 and 2, the
only two chapters before the Fall in Genesis 3. Second, the life of
Jesus on earth, the One called the “Second Man” in 1 Corinthians
15 Jesus is everything the Father, Son and Spirit intended for
humanity from creation. Jesus is the first fully authentic man since
Adam rebelled in Genesis 3.
Now I attempt to begin all my thinking from these two
sources, which has significantly changed how I do life.
The next closest for insight is Psalm 8, especially the NASB
translation. I’m praying that you will discover more about yourself
in this fabulous Psalm. David, inspired by the Spirit of God,
muses on the Genesis creation account prior to sin.
The Occasion of the Psalm
Perhaps the occasion for this astonishing Psalm is a quiet time
of contemplation while David tended sheep alone in the
wilderness. David lies on his back at night and gazes at the
heavens and meditates on the “littleness and the latent potential”
of mankind from the creation account in Genesis 1-2. The
Shepherd-King, a man after God’s heart, poetically celebrates
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God’s breathtaking design of mankind and the proper place of
honor accorded man and woman as God’s image-bearers.
The Frame: God’s Unfathomable Majesty
Verses 1a+9: This enthusiastic worshipper, who knows he’s
face-to-face with the Living God, leaves us awestruck. The Psalm
begins and ends with the exact same expression of wonder. This is
a Hebraic way to emphasize what lies between these two
bookends. Framed by the LORD’s majesty, David focuses on the
“glory of humanity.”
This incredible declaration frames Psalm 8 with thundering
applause for the incomparable majesty and splendor and
magnificence of God as Creator and Sustainer of all (1, 9). We
cannot begin to grasp who we are until our view of God is
enlarged by revelation.
1. God’s Image-bearer compared to the Creator
Verse 1b points to the creation that visibly reflects God’s
splendor. “What is God like?” Splendor! In Psalm 139, David
describes God’s all-powerful nature by going micro. God
poetically knits two cells together in the womb to create one
fearfully and wonderfully made person. In Psalm 8, David goes
macro to the heavens.
David throws his first startling twist at us.
In Psalm 19 and Isaiah 40 for example, Scripture continues in
this vein by exploring the universe, one layer after another, to
bankrupt our minds with God’s greatness. We anticipate the same.
Verse2a: Yet David shifts focus to the weakest people,
children and even infants.
Why?
First, David tips us off that humanity is the focus of this
Psalm, not creation and not even God (“Who is man?” in verse 4).
Second, in one swift stroke, David reveals the lightweight
littleness of humanity compared to the Creator, mere children and
even nursing infants. Don’t miss the object of the comparison,
God Himself, or we fall in the trap of thinking small of ourselves,
and may even call this humility (“It’s all God. I can’t do
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anything”). Nothing could be farther from David’s mind.
Everyone loses when you or I play small. Humility is accurately
seeing who we are in light of God and His Word. Part-for-thewhole-thinking (like only on my littleness compared to God), is
deceit, like our enemy used to trip up our ancestors in Genesis 3.
Verse 2b: Then David reveals the amazing spiritual authority,
strength and power that even the youngest carry as we join God in
His battle with His enemies. From their mouths, God established
or ordained strength in order to silence God’s enemies. This
spiritual authority is part of our creation design, powerful enough
to confound God’s enemies.
2. God’s Image-bearer compared to the Creation
Yet there’s more, startling revelation when we first see it!
Verse 3: In this second movement, David again looks up at the
enormity and brilliance of the starry skies and ponders. He
recognizes God’s handiwork, setting the moon and stars exactly
where He wants them. Again, the norm would be for David to
continue to paint a fuller picture of the enormity of God by
expanding comments on the heavens, like in Psalm 19 and Isaiah
40.
Verse 4: Instead, David throws his second twist at us, startling
our minds to grip our hearts. David ponders humanity. Why does
God take a second thought at mere mortals? David moves to the
very heart of our second essential question, “How does this
majestic God of splendor and majesty see and think of me and
you?”
Verse 5: Were any of you shocked when I read the words: “A
little lower than God!” or “crowned with glory” about
humanity? Please let me do a deeper dive here. It’s crucial. What
David says stretches our minds and theology. I’m no Hebrew
scholar, but we drastically limit our view of God’s design and His
destiny for us if we miss what David is saying. This revolves
around the word “God.”
 The KJV translators in 1611 translated this: “a little lower
than angels.” The NIV followed the KJV in 1978 with
lower than the “heavenly beings.”
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In the 1971 NASB translation, which I personally consider
the most accurate translation, we read “God.” The NIV
footnote agrees, as well as the NLT and the Amplified.
 Young’s Literal Translation: “lack a little of the
Godhead.”
 The Message in its daring style: “narrowly missed being
gods.”
Can we untangle these significant differences?
First, the word here is Elohim. Make a wild guess what the
Hebrew word translated in this passage as God is? Elohim!
Elohim is a plural word for God, leaving room for the plurality in
the Godhead clearly revealed in the NT after the incarnation of
Jesus. It’s the word selected in Genesis 1 for “God” from among
the many Hebrew words used in the OT. How many have heard
this Hebrew word, maybe in a message or the song from Hillsong
on the “Let There Be Light” album. Elohim is translated “God” in
the overwhelming number of occurrences in the OT with very few
exceptions.
Second, when I look at NT revelation, it’s untrue that we are
lower than angels. Although angels are powerful beings, they are
our servants (Hebrews 1:14); we will judge angels (1 Corinthians
6:3). A third of the angels sinned and fell, and no plan for
restoration existed for them, like for us image-bearers.
Third, read the creation account in Genesis 1:26-28. Reread it.
Soak in it. I come away with the powerful impression that God
created us as the crown-jewel of His creation. In fact, dare I say
the implications in Scripture are that we are the very reason God
created. Have you ever asked why God created? This Three-inOne relational God had no intrinsic need within to create. The
Godhead was eternally delighted and satisfied in their mutual colove. Yet life and love in its essence must give itself away. So
God’s generous, overflowing life and love moved Him to create
humanity as objects of His blessing, as much like God as a created
being could be.
Then God [Elohim] said, “Let us make mankind in our
image, in our likeness, so that they may rule over the fish
in the sea and the birds in the sky, over the livestock and
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all the wild animals, and over all the creatures that move
along the ground” (Genesis 1:26-27; cp also 1:28).
Fourth, note the incarnation, the Second Person in the
Godhead becoming fully and truly man without ceasing to be
God, oh mystery. Biblical truth powerfully support the high view
of God’s original intent for humanity.
Normally we properly emphasize the difference between God
and humanity. It’s preposterous to think we could ever become
gods when we know what God is like! In Psalm 8, David properly
holds the otherness of God high on one hand, and also the high
view of God’s original and unchanging design before the Fall with
this brilliant affirmation. “Yet you have made him a little lower
than God.” Don’t allow a misplaced fear of “protecting” God’s
otherliness or the fact that humanity fell in Genesis 3 to
undermine the high view of created, redeemed and restored
humanity that God sees. Hold both in tension. Don’t jettison either
side.
“How does God see me?”
“Just a little lower than God Himself.”
Verse 5b: God Himself crowned us with both glory and honor.
How often have you heard the phrase “the glory of humanity?”
Did your ears cringe a bit? If so, this is where God wants to
transform our minds. This is David, under the inspiration of the
Spirit of God, writing this. This is God’s view, if I have
reasonably interpreted it.
In Genesis 2:7 God formed man from the earth, breathed into
His nostrils the breath of life, and we became human. The first
conscious image Adam had when he became man was looking
flush into the face of the living God. Adam and Eve walked in the
cool of the day with God. “Cool of the day” was the expression
pointing to that time after the work was done and they had
enjoyed a good meal together. Only humanity relaxed together
with God with a leisurely walk of relationship.
God is not jealous of giving us such a high position. God
Himself designed us for this. He even gives us jewels in our
crown as we partner with Him in our God-assignments. Of course,
so we can throw our crowns in reverence and admiration and
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gratefulness at His feet when we get to heaven. Hold both sides of
the Both/And tension.
Verse 7-8: God made us to rule. This is not something that we
illegally usurped. It’s God original Eden-intent for each of us, coregents partnering with God as His intimate allies.
Living Lessons
Within the frame of the majesty of God, the central picture is
the praise of mankind, created male and female. We are God’s
vice-regent, made in His image, a little lower than only the
Creator God Himself. This is the dignity that God bestowed on
humanity.
First, this brilliant layout of Psalm 8 avoids both pitfalls.
 The first Psalm 8 question aligns with the unparalleled
majesty of our splendid God. Compared to God, we are
nursing babies, yet with the delegated authority to
confound God’s enemies. This protects us from the silly
idea of ever thinking we will one day become ‘lit’l gods.”
Preposterous when we know who God is.
 David then spends more time on the second Psalm 8
question so that we will not default to the pious-sounding
deceit of “I can’t do anything. It’s all God.” God designed
us as His active, interactive partner as intimate allies. God
does what only God can do, and He also expects us to
actively partner with Him in our God-assignments. Don’t
fail to grasp the awesome design and destiny we have as
children of God and as the bride of Christ.
Second, read verse 2 again. We may feel like little children,
even though God equipped us with His power and authority to
confound God’s enemies. Verse 6-8 drive this home powerfully.
Are you aware of the spiritual authority you carry with you each
day in your everyday life? God designed you as joint-regent with
Him over all the world. Certainly the Fall in Genesis 3 impacted
this, but did not catch God by surprise. Jesus is the lamb slain
before the creation of the world. In the Great Commission, Jesus
reveals that all authority is His, and commands us, “Therefore, go
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and make disciples.” Ephesians 1 expands on this in verse 18 and
following.
Third, God fashioned us for glory, for the attention that the
Trinity gives to each other. We cannot live well without it. Don’t
settle for a smaller view of your own design and destiny. Here a
God’s-eye view how He sees us.
The Lord your God is
with you,
the Mighty Warrior who saves.
He will take great delight in you;
in his love he will no longer rebuke you,
but will rejoice over you with singing.”
(Zephaniah 3:17).
Fourth, are you beginning to grasp how special God made
you? The generous love and life of the Father, Son and Spirit
must find an outlet to give away more. And they chose you! You
are the object of their love, fashioned as much like God as any
created being could ever be. This Family-of-Three designed you
and me to carry their image and likeness into His world of people.
Now we bless others with the life and love with which our Teamof-Three has blessed us. Now we have something valuable to give
away to others.
How Is Value Determined?
Yes, we are valued, beyond what we can imagine.
But how is value determined?
Value comes from outside, rather than from ourselves. 1 So,
how valuable are you anyway? Have you thought recently about
what determines value? As a teaser, how does our society measure
worth?
First, E-Bay establishes value for a product during the last
minutes of timed bids. What a person is willing to pay sets the
value or price for that item. What was God willing to pay for you
and me? We have been bought with the unimaginably costly price
of the suffering and death of our Lord Jesus Christ. There is no
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higher price that could be paid to convey the infinite love God has
for us and the value He places on us.
Second, a pair of designer jeans may cost $300 and a look-alike knockoff brand $30. What’s the difference? The designer
jeans are stamped with the brand-name of the designer. Many
shoppers place high value on name-brand products. What “namebrand” is stamped on you? The ultimate Designer stamped each of
us with His own name…“Made by the Trinity!” We have
unimaginable worth and value because He designed us and God
don’t make no junk!
Third, our society places value on what is unique. “Limited
edition” attracts premium value. Which would you rather have in
your hand today, one cup of water or one cup of diamonds? What
makes a diamond so valuable? Water is essential for life, but
diamonds are luxuries. Scarcity. Uniqueness. Now, if you were in
the middle of the Sahara desert, dying of thirst, which would you
rather have? The cup of water would now be of incredible value
because of its scarcity. Each person born into this world (over 6
billion strong today) is a unique, one-of-a-kind treasure. There are
no two people alike, not even identical twins. You have
astonishing value in God’s sight because He designed you as His
one-of-a-kind masterpiece, unique as a snowflake and as deeply
loved as a son and daughter could be.
God designed us in Genesis one to be worshippers. As
worshippers, we are hard-wired to “become what we behold.” In
other words, our design draws us to become more like whatever
the affections of our heart focus on. When we focus on our
failures, we strengthen these. However, when we focus our
affections and our mind and our will on what is true as we answer
the two essential questions, we are transformed from one level of
glory to another by the Spirit of God.
Summary: I want to close with this question. Think on this as
you sit quietly in God’s presence.
So, how does it feel to be so highly valued by the most
significant Family-of-Three in all the universe as a stamped-byGod, one-of-a-kind, bought-with-a-price-masterpiece of the
Community-God?
Yes, that’s how God sees you! See yourself as God does!
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Psalm 73 (NIV): We Become What We Behold
2018 Bible Conference,
Mount Hope Bible Fellowship Church in Kansas

God designed us in Genesis 1 with an intrinsic need for a
sense of wonder and transcendence. He restored us through faith
in Christ to rest in Hi presence with its vast freedom and generous
blessings in our relational God.
The NT describes this freedom as “abiding in the true Vine.”
It’s the same truth. How much distance can there be between the
branch and the vine for separation. Just an itsy bitsy tiny bit. But
when a branch sinks its rootlets into the vine, oh my, what
abundant fruitfulness!
You, my brothers, were called to be free. But do not use
your freedom to indulge your [self-life]; rather, serve one
another in love (Galatians 5:13).
What an amazing freedom leading to an inward tranquility,
like a mountain lake on a calm night reflecting the starry skies! It
takes just a little wind to disturb that calm.
Unfortunately for many Christians this may not be a momentby-moment experience. What do we do, then, when that rest is
disturbed and we experience a measure of inward turmoil?
We want to discover ourselves in the Psalms. So picture a time
when an event disrupted the blissful rest in the Lord’s presence.
Feel the emotions, the sounds, the smells. Got it? Whether at
home or work, at recreation or church, this this happens.
Psalm 73 is a brilliant Psalm written by Asaph. He uses his
experience to expose how often we choose to sow “inner turmoil”
into our lives rather than “inner tranquility.” “Jim, that’s
crazy!”
Who would do choose inner turmoil? Yes, it’s wacky, yet we
respond like this at times, of course unwittingly. It’s not always
Reality that fuels our responses, but our perception of reality.
Studies show that if we think on a disaster, our body actually
responses as it we are in one.
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God is the God of “more.” Our enemy whispers, “what you
experience is all there is for you…and you don’t even deserve
that.”
There are few more startling contrasts between portions of a
Psalm then this Psalm that teaches “we become what we behold.”
Whatever we focus the affections of our heart on draws us in with
its magnetic pull.
Launching Point (1): David begins well with a spot-on
theological proclamation about God’s fundamental goodness. We
embrace that God is good at His core so He can only do good.
Asaph, the psalmist, also knew how crucial it is to begin all our
thinking with an accurate answer to first essential question,
“What’s God like?”
“How Do I Develop Inner Turmoil?” - Downward Spiral
(2-14): Where do we default to when life assaults us? When our
theology intersects life, we can become practical atheists. Asaph
denied God’s goodness as he turned inward and we must admit
that we can also respond like Asaph. Notice the first word in verse
2? “But.” Our “yeahbuts” cancel out the practical outworking
inour lives of all that goes before. “God is good.” “Yeahbut, I’m
short on rent this month.” “Yeahbut, my neighbor has more.”
“Yeahbut,….”
How do we spiral downward into “inner turmoil?”
1. Don’t personalize truth so it does not encounter life (v. 2).
Those who attend this church have a strong heritage of the truth of
Scripture. However, simple exposure to truth is insufficient. If we
don’t put truth into practice so it encounters our life, Jesus tells us
we build on the sand. James tells us we deceive ourselves,
especially when Scriptural truth cuts across some of our favorite
personal Christian sins.
Notice that Asaph has already put on his negative glasses?
“Almost.” “Nearly lost.” Had he really slipped and lost his
foothold. No! Negative exaggeration tips us off that we have a
poverty mentality. Such a response often comes when some past
disappointment with God is unresolved, and so festers.
The farther we spiral down, the more our downward
momentum accelerates. What is your early warning signal that
you are spiraling down so you can break it quickly? One of mine
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is that I start feeling negative about people, violating Philippians
4:8.
When you notice it, how do your break that downward spiral?
For me, “One-minute Sabbath” is a very simple and powerful tool
(see my website: JimFredericks.com).
2. Envy others (vv. 3-5). Envy toward others, further skews
our perspective, increasing our inner turmoil. Our stomach churns.
Our mind frets. Our rest in freedom disappears. The only true
statement is his first, admitting his envy.
3. Focus exclusively on the faults of others (vv. 6-12). Asaph
further escalates his downward spiral. Pride. Violence. Callous
hearts. Iniquity. Evil imaginations. Scoff. Malice. Arrogance. Low
view of God. All of these may be true, and it also may be our own
stuff projected on others (see Matthew 7:1-5). At the least, this
lacks the healthy awareness that each person also has something
worth imitating. Our focus on negatives in others is a loud earlywarning signal that our focus is off. Although, please don’t look
down on Asaph. Look inward at yourself. Do you ever have these
thoughts? Do you have any person or group of people that you
primarily rail against their negative traits? This negative focus
opens us up for inward turmoil.
4. Throw a pity party for yourself (vv. 13-14). Notice again
the negative exaggeration. “Always.” “They go on amassing
wealth.” “In vain I….” “All day long” “Every morning.” And the
bonus from the hyper-religious: “I have kept my heart pure.”
Stop now. Let this truth intersect your life. Have you
experienced any of these recently? Be fiercely honest with
yourself. God already knows!
“Where Do I Find Perspective?” – Dawn of Truth (15-17):
Although Asaph described four steps downward, he focuses on
three aspects for restoration and a return to sanity.
1. Remember the power of community (v. 15). From self-pity
to otherly centeredness. The first turn was from self-pity to
remember basic community responsibilities. Others are watching
our actions.
2. Reflect deeply on life (v. 16). This is a good thing to be
troubled with the inner turmoil, if that leads us back to the LORD.
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3. Receive God’s revelation (v. 17). We need light from above
to break us free from encrusted patterns. God’s presence rested in
the sanctuary the OT.
“Then I understood the final destiny of those in verses 2-14.”
For years, I could not understand why God met Asaph in such
a low place, focusing on the final destiny of the lost? Then I saw
again how brilliant and caring God is.
“How Do I Develop Inner Tranquility” - Upward Spiral to
Recover Spiritual Focus (18-28): The pathway to “inner turmoil”
was a process of choices, and so is the upward path towards
“inner tranquility” Even though God launches us toward
transformation with a deepening experience of His presence, life
is still a process.
1. Reframe events from God’s perspective (18-20). So, why
did Asaph begin his recovery at such a low spot? He began with
the desperate state of those in 2-14.
Profound. God’s brilliant plan.
God begins restoration from the GPS point on our journey
where we are at this moment. Where else can a compassionate
God intersect a life except where we are? No matter how far you
spiral down, God can and longs to meet you right there. In 17,
Asaph gets insight and understands their final destiny, so God in
His kindness also begins at this point where He rescued Asaph,
although He doesn’t leave us there.
Our caring God meets us right where we are, the God who
“never-leaves-or-forsakes” in this life and on into eternity.
Some of the words are puzzling. I’m glad to dig in more with
you over a cookie afterwards. But for now, take this as a dramatic
expression of how temporal and fleeting life is without God.
There is no substance in their lives, like with fantasies.
2. Repent honestly before God (21-22). “I lost perspective
and acted like a brute beast.” When did this happen? Asaph is
authentic, a necessary quality for intimacy with God. Now he sees
that he acted like a brute beast when he was developing inner
turmoil. This is an affront to the God who made us in His image.
As a ministry tip. When people are in the midst of a downward
spiral, they have lost perspective. Grief and bitterness
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characterized Asaph. Don’t come alongside with judgement, but
with anything necessary for them to “enter the sanctuary” with
God.
3. Replace crippling deceit with freeing truth (23-24). Soak in
the Reality of our blessings. Notice how Asaph now has
perspective, and is personalizing the four blessings he lists from
the LORD. “I,” “me,” “mine” and “You,” “Ýours” 5 times each
in the four blessings. Relationship! And they are power-packed!
Companionship, comfort, guidance and security. Which do you
need the most tonight? This is not positive thinking, it’s GodReality and all are freely available as God’s free gift to you.
4. Revel in intimacy with God (25-28a). Asaph focuses in on
what is most essential, intimacy in relationship with the LORD
(see 24-25 + 27-28a). Asaph uses nine personal pronouns in this
short section. God initiates, but we must respond to enjoy our
heritage as God restores an eternal perspective.
 “Whom have I in heaven but you?”
 And earth has nothing I desire besides you.”
 My flesh and my heart may fail, but God is the strength of
my heart and my portion forever.”
 “Those who are far from you will perish; you destroy all
who are unfaithful to you.” God draws close to His own,
but those who rebel will perish. This is not harsh
vengeance, but sure justice.
 “But as for me, it is good to be near God.” Asaph began
with a theological statement that God is good to Israel. His
spiral down began with “But as for me.” Now God’s
goodness is no longer a theological statement, but a
personal experience. WOW!
“If you are not grounded in the goodness of God, you will
lower your theology to match your pain.”


“I have made the Sovereign Lord my refuge.” This is the
push-point, all-in, wholehearted allegiance to our Lord.
When I came to Christ at 25, I had little Christian
background and had never heard the prayer I prayed.
“Jesus, I know I can’t live my life the way I want. Here is
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all my life as it is, and I take Yours back in return.”
Instantly I was transferred out of the dominion of death
into life…without any accompanying emotions. Simply an
all-in commitment to Jesus. This is still our daily response
to Him. Have you chosen the Sovereign Lord as your all
today
5. Retell God’s good story (28b): Once the LORD is enthroned
again in our lives, give-it-away to others. You have a life-story
that others need to hear. Don’t hoard the Good News. Who is
there tomorrow in your daily activities with whom you can share
one thing from the Psalms? Pass it along! Retell God’s good story.
Now What?
What’s your choice today, “inner turmoil” or “inner
tranquility?” Yes, it sounds crazy. How often though do we or
friends we love unwittingly choose the inner turmoil we discover
in Psalm 73? Asaph gives us a better way.
God designed us as worshippers, so “we become what we
behold.” What is your focus?
But we all with unveiled faces beholding as in a mirror
the glory of the Lord, are being transformed into the
same image from glory to glory, just as from the LORD,
the Spirit (2 Corinthians 3:18).
Close your eyes as I read some of the last verses over us
tonight. Read 23-24 twice. 25-28 twice. Then “Do you believe
it?” Then “tell others of all God’s deeds.”
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Psalm 27 (NIV): Realigning toward True North
2018 Bible Conference,
Mount Hope Bible Fellowship Church in Kansas

God made us for wonder with a sense of transcendence.
Theologians use transcendence to describe how great God is
compared to us, high and holy. Coupled with this is immanence,
which underscores that God delights to come near to us with His
tenderness and care.
God did not inspire the Psalms to be lived out in the safety of
the harbor, but on the high seas in the storms of life. Oftentimes
when life comes crashing in around us we need to realign our
spiritual compass to “true north.” Experts tell me a compass
focuses toward “magnetic north,” not toward “true north.” A
sailboat captain realigns during the journey, adjusting toward
“true north” or the captain will be off target by many miles.
Similarly, this Psalm of spiritual orientation swings back and
forth three times between “Resting in God’s Presence” and
“Wrestling to Unshackle.” Each cycle begins with God’s presence
(1, 4, 8, 13-14) and our enemy tests that focus on the battlefield of
life as we “wrestle to unshackle.”
Unshackle from what?
Anything that moves the orientation of your life away from
God’s presence, our “true north” in life.
We want to discover more about ourselves in this Psalm. What
do you personally wrestle with that disturbs your rest in God’s
presence, even one iota?
First, God’s presence provides light and security, driving out
fear and establishing confidence (1-3).
Verse 1 has had a powerful impact on my life. The LORD
Himself is my salvation and stronghold, so whom shall I fear?
God used this verse to unshackle me from the ball and chain of
the fear of man. I pastored my first church in my early-thirties, not
out of desire, but out of obedience. I had no intention of becoming
a pastor. God nudged this introvert to pastor in order to learn to
love people more. I said “yes,” even though I had a powerful fear
of public speaking.
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At rest, my heart rate at that time was 50 and 120 in strenuous
exercised. As I sat before the congregation during worship, it rose
to 150 because of the fear of man. For months, every Sunday
morning I had diarrhea, fortunately before I got in the pulpit.
TMI!
“Advance against.” “Devour” “Stumble and fall.” “Besiege.”
“War break out against me” described my experience, although
my fear of man was my enemy, not the congregation. The war was
an internal war within me.
God’s Word is powerful. Yet truth must encounter our real life
circumstances or it lies dormant. James calls such faith “dead
faith.” It would have been easier for me to run to my comfort
zone, but I chose to battle even though I temporarily failed often.
Do you have an arena in life where fear chains you from fulfilling
His God-assignments for you? Tonight may be the night for you
to leave those chains up here for good.
Second, God’s presence provides safety and victory in days
when trouble threatens to overwhelm (4-6).
Our society puts a bad rap on addictive behavior, rightfully
so…usually. The dictionary defines addiction as the “state of
being enslaved to a habit or practice or something habitforming.”
However, one addiction, and only one, frees us. This “one
thing” unshackles our lives from all lesser fear and smaller focus
(v 4). What is this “one thing.”
 The OT calls it the “fear of the Lord,” the powerful
awareness that we are in the presence of our Creator God,
who looks on us and cares.
 In Philippians 3, Paul declares “But one thing I do:
Forgetting what is behind, and straining toward what is
ahead. I press on toward the goal…” The goal of enjoying
God’s presence now and for all eternity is habit forming.
 This addiction, being enslaved to “Someone who is habit
forming,” is freedom. You may not like the word addiction
because of past personal problems or bondage in others
you know. However, let’s ground our thinking in
Scripture. In Romans 6, Paul uses similar language to
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describe the state of every believer. “But thanks be to God
that, though you used to be slaves to sin…you have been
set free from sin and have become slaves to
righteousness.” As believers, God transferred us out of the
dominion of darkness and into “a state of being enslaved
to Someone who is habit-forming!”
Let’s quickly massage into verse 4.
 I ask for “one thing” because this laser focus is the desire
of my heart.
 Yet I also actively seek “this only” because nothing about
the Christian life is passive.
 “Dwell” conveys a settled Reality in my life. Do we take
time to dwell in God’s presence, similar to when we come
home at night, dead tired from the day, and settle in our
favorite chair to relax? God is our only true home.
 This “one thing” of resting in God’s presence is constant,
not some passing fancy, “all the days of my life.”
 And here is a good focus for our daily longing statement.
“To gaze on the beauty of the Lord.” Stop and chew on
that phrase. “To gaze on the beauty of the Lord.” What do
you find most beautiful in life today? For a teenage boy,
perhaps the cute cheerleader. For some men, a hot
corvette. For some women, a fashionable dress before the
staff party. For David, he was swept off his feet by the
“beauty of the Lord.” He sat in His presence with mouth
wide open. “WOW!” Does David’s response release a
deeper longing in your heart?
 Again, God yearns that all our spiritual life is an active rest
in God’s presence. Discern what God’s part is, which only
He can do, and what our part is, which we must do as we
are empowered by the Spirit. “Seek Him in His temple”
the OT representation of His presence.
The Celtic Christians sought a place that was a “thin place”
between heaven and earth. More than a place, we are hard wired
with longing for the presence of God, which makes us restless
creatures. This is our “thin spot.” The presence of God is our
greatest need. It’s the need beneath our felt needs. More than a
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better job, a bigger house, a healthier marriage or a fitter body, we
need the presence of God. We yearn to walk with God in the cool
of the day like our first parents did in Eden. And because of Jesus,
we will never again be exiled from the presence of God like our
ancestors were in Genesis 3. However, we are sent with the
presence of God into His world of people as God’s partner to
restore others to the Father’s heart. “This one thing.”
Psalm 27:5-7 calls us from our private life of soaking in His
presence to our public life of warring in His presence in the midst
of the turmoil of life. We live to an audience of One, although I
like the saying, an audience of Three-in-One. And this will be
attacked as we bring a consciousness of God’s presence into daily
activities. Every spiritual step forward meets spiritual opposition.
 V 5a: Notice though the strength that David has “in the
day of trouble.” “He will keep me.”
 V 5b-6a: “The LORD will hide me by setting me high on a
rock so my head is exalted.” Think of that strange picture.
Hiding a person high up where they are in plain sight. No
one can make us feel small or exposed unless we allow
them to. God sets us high on a rock and exalts us in the
presence of our enemies. We are the gatekeeper of our
heart and we are the only ones who can make ourselves
feel small.
 V 6b-7: Exuberant praise and candid petition even as my
enemies surround me. Remember that God’s lavish
banquet table in Psalm 23 for David is “in the presence of
his enemies”.
Third, God’s presence is David’s true Family in times of
uncertainty and painful abandonment (8-12).
V. 8: This is one of my top ten favorite verses. God is always
moving towards us without boundaries or limitations. God
initiates. “When You said, Oh Lord, ‘Seek my face….” For David,
his mind may have gone back to Genesis and the LORD engaging
Adam and Eve in the cool of the day with His presence. The
LORD is the same today, always seeking us. How does your heart
respond to God’s invitation for more?
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Don’t do the false humility thing: “Oh, I’m not worthy.” God
shatters such small thoughts in Psalm 8. David’s heart responded
“Your face, O Lord, shall I seek” in the NASB translation. God is
always initiating, and we need to respond to connect.
The attack is still strong, and perhaps even stronger in verses
9-12. David laments, like in the first two verses in Psalm 13.
Remember, lament expresses raw, authentic, immediate feelings
to God, even though they may not be accurate.
 Did you notice David’s exuberant praise in 6b which slides
back to petition in 7? Now David is mired in full-blown
lament, similar to the pattern in Psalm 13, although
reversed.
 How so? Every spiritual advance encounters spiritual
opposition. Verse 8 is one of the most intimate invitation
in Scripture, and our enemy challenges David’s
wholehearted response with spiritual opposition, in this
case deceit. Our enemy will do the same to you today.
 9: None of these statements are true. God is not hiding. He
invited David to seek His face. God doesn’t turn away,
certainly not in anger. Such deceit warps God’s character
in the minds of His children, yet David brot these authentic
feelings to the Lord. No cover up. No hiding like in
Genesis 3.
 Deceit is the enemy’s MO, the veneer of an intense,
genuine feeling, even though not aligning with Reality that
covers up lies at the core. Some of us here also have a
warped picture in our minds of what God is like. Perhaps
He failed to act in the past when you thought He should.
God is always just-in-time with His responses, even when
we are blind to it. Bring this all to Him, like David models
in lament. God doesn’t reject or forsake or turn over to the
desires of his enemies. Perhaps his dad and mom forsook
David, but never his Father in heaven.
 In the midst of this, David petitioned the LORD to teach
him His ways, just like in Psalm 139.
By the way, give your friends space to lament in difficulties,
as you help them lean into God in their difficulties.
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“Rejoice with those who rejoice and mourn with those
who mourn” (Romans 12:15).
In Conclusion, God’s presence provides confidence, strength
and patience in every aspect of life as we wait for the Lord
(13-14).
Now What?
First, lament that leans into God results in a refocus and
realignment on God’s goodness. In Psalm 13:5-6, David expressed
exuberant joy in God’s presence. In Psalm 27, David leans in with
a quiet confidence in God’s presence. Both belong to our
Christian journey.
Second, Psalm 27 reinforces this effective strategy for life.
Begin and end each experience with God. “The Lord is my…”
ends with “wait for the Lord.” They can become for us effective
indicators.
Third, become more aware of the gentle wind moving the
affections of your heart, without becoming morbidly introspective.
In which directions are they blowing towards God or away? God
did not call plastic saints or robots. You are the gatekeeper of your
heart to partner interactively with God.
Fourth, we must take our genuine dialog with God and
enjoyment of His presence into our encounter with everyday life.
God did not call plastic saints or robotic responses. Jesus said we
are not of the world, yet He has sent us into the world. How is
your deepening relationship with the Lord impacting those around
you at work and recreation?
To conclude, get in a receptive position as I read just the “Rest
in God’s Presence” verses. What is there in these verses that stirs
a growing yearning in your heart?
Is the Presence of God the driving factor in every aspect of my
life?
What did you discover about yourself in Psalm 27? Is God
releasing a growing longing to experience His presence as your
highest good?
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SUMMARY:
Five Powerful Psalms in the Bible Conference


Psalm 139: Expand our view of God, helping to answer the
question, “What is God like?”
 Psalm 8: See ourselves the way God does, a little lower
than God, crowned with glory and honor. This helps
answer the second essential question, “How does this God
really see me?” Don’t short-change yourself. Who will
you believe, God our the enemy of your soul?
 Psalm 13: From pouting to praise. All three “voices,” of
lament, of petition and of praise are crucial. Don’t stop
short.
 Psalm 73: We become what we behold,” moving from
turmoil to tranquility. Become aware quickly of turmoil,
and choose tranquility, your God-given heritage.
 Psalm 27: Realigning with our “Due North” as we seek
His face by gazing on the beauty of the LORD and
responding, “Thy face, O Lord, will I seek” as our enemy
opposes the new territory we are recovering.
Develop the ability to read the Psalms with honesty so we face
ourselves in the light of what God is saying to us in each Psalm.
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Psalm 16 Amplified
A research professor spent ten years in research, discovering
three problems with folks everywhere. People in all walks of life
(1) believe the world is an unsafe place for them, (2) carry a sense
of ongoing disconnection, and (3) are dogged by a deep sense of
shame from the past and fear toward the future leading to a
profound feeling of unworthiness. She concluded: these can be
medicated, but she had no clue how to solve these heart-breaking
problems.
Over three thousand years ago, David dealt with these
profound societal issues in this short yet powerful Psalm. Round
One:
5. Unsafe world (v. 1): David begins this Psalm by turning His
heart toward God Himself. He knows the only completely safe
and secure refuge is in God Himself.
6. Disconnection (vv. 2-4): Paul first affirms his connection with
the LORD as the source of every good thing. Here’s what I
think the somewhat confusing verse 3-4 mean. We are also
connected with God’s people, the glorious ones in whom
David delights. However, we need to carefully choose our
companions (v. 4), not sitting, walking and standing with those
chasing after other gods (like in the first verse of Psalm 1).
7. Shame and unworthiness (vv. 5-6): What a profound sense of
value and worth when we tap into what God has provided for
His beloved children. David uses the picture of the assigning
of land to the twelve tribes when they conquered the Promised
Land. For us, we can pour in all the NT treasures in Christ as
joint heirs.
David again provides God’s answers, Round Two (different
order).
8. Disconnection (v. 7): Are we experiencing authentic
connectedness with the One who counsels us, Reality that
displaces the profound sense of disconnectedness most feel?
9. Unsafe world (v. 8): Do we believe that we are utterly safe in
the Father’s arms in an unsafe world? Jesus was certain.
10. Shame and unworthiness (vv. 9-10): What is your basis for
removing the epidemic sense of shame, fear and unworthiness
that rages throughout society? Far from being worthless, are
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you assured that you are supremely loved for who you are,
special and unique as God’s splendid friend?
Paul finishes with a gigantic exclamation mark! How personal.
“You.” God Himself comes alongside as our companion and
shows us the path of life. And more. In His presence, He fills us
with joy. At His right hand, we experience the eternal pleasures of
relationship with Him.
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Psalm 23 Amplified
The twenty-third Psalm could be the most beloved and wellknown of all one hundred and fifty Psalms. It’s popular at funerals
to bring comfort to mourners, although this is a “life” Psalm, not
a death Psalm. It’s “the valley of the shadow of death,” not death
itself.
The shepherd-king David must have been reflecting back on
his time with the sheep. Perhaps this “man after God’s heart” was
experiencing a deep longing to know the Lord in a deeper way.
The Psalm seems to be written with twelve statements of how
David has experienced His Lord personally in His life, centered
around two powerful pictures, “My Good Shepherd” (1-4) and
“My Gracious Host” (5-6). I will list the twelve for your
reflection, and amplify on a few.
1. My Shepherd: Notice how personal David is: “my.” Read John
10. I suspect Jesus was reflecting on this Psalm when He
describes Himself as the “Good Shepherd.”
2. No lack: If we believe this, how could it break off our poverty
mentality? Think of approaching every decision with the firm
grasp that we are so blessed, that we “shall not be in want?”
3. He makes me lie down in green pastures: The Lord initiates to
bed us down in lush pastures to rest. How are you building this
daily, weekly and monthly rhythm into your life, like Jesus as
He alternated ministry with time alone with the Father?
4. He leads me beside quiet waters:
5. He restores my soul: What well do you drink out of for
refreshment? Hobbies, internet, movies…or the Lord?
6. He guides me in paths of righteousness: God calls us to be
holy as He is holy…then guides us along these paths.
However, we must cooperate. Are you chasing anything
comprising?
7. His “with me” presence drives out fear in tough times: Life
often casts the “shadow of death” over us. Our bravery does
not cast out fear, but His presence protects (“rod and staff”)
and comforts me.
8. Our Host sets a bountiful table before me, despite my enemies:
9. He anoints my head with oil, a mark of leadership:
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10. My cup overflows from His bounty:
11. His goodness and love chase me around all day long: Look
behind you as you walk down the hallway. Do you see God’s
goodness and love chasing you down all your days?
12. I dwell in the Lord’s presence forever: His precious presence.
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Psalm 103 Amplified
In this magnificent hymn of worship, David gives us a glimpse
into his inner musings on the Lord’s character that call forth such
wonderful expressions of worship. David begins and ends with
“bookends” of praise. He begins with personal, heartfelt praise
and concludes with a reverberating cry for angels, all of creation,
and his own soul to praise the Lord (20-22). Between these
“bookends” of praise, David expresses his inner musings,
beginning with seven benefits and moving to God’s character,
which are the guarantee of this never-ending bounty.
1. Remember God’s Benefits (2-7)
1. Forgives all our sins;
2. Heals all our diseases;
3. Redeems our lives from the pit;
4. Crowns us with love and compassion;
5. Satisfies our desires with good things:
6. Works justice to the oppressed;
7. Makes known His ways to His people.
2. Embrace God’s Character (8-12)
1. Compassionate and gracious, slow to anger,
abounding in love;
2. Not always accuse;
3. Does not treat us as our actions deserve;
4. His love toward us is higher than the heavens;
5. He removed our sins as far as the east is from
the west/
3. His Character as a Good Father (13-18)
1. Has compassion on His children;
2. He knows us intimately, both strengths &
weaknesses;
3. He knows our life on earth is transitory;
4. Yet His everlasting love is poured out toward
us;
5. He passes His righteousness down to the
grandchildren of His faithful;
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6. His Character as a Great King (19)
1. The Lord has established His throne-rule in
heaven;
2. The Lord has established His Kingdom over
all.
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Freder’s Favorites
Web Site: www.JimFredericks.com
Most authors have one key message interwoven in all they write. I’m no
different. I write to restore an accurate Christian worldview so we see God,
ourselves and the world ore like God Does. Then we multiply disciples like Him.
A relational Trinitarian, incarnational, high view of God’s restored and fulfilled
new creation as one new man in Christ weaves itself into our everyday lives.

CORE, Foundational Books
Big God! Bold Design, A Trilogy – This Trilogy fuses together what God is
bringing to light in the last decades to our solid, life-giving historical roots.
This primer is a basic, life-oriented theology for what we believe, recapturing
the mystery of God and the dignity of humanity as image-bearers.
Cycles for Lifelong LifeChange – God built life to grow through a process,
seed to shoot to flower to fruit. John paints a picture of three stages of
spiritual development so we become lifelong life learners & doers.
Eternally Relational (draft) – Big God! Bold Design sketches out our
relationship to God as individuals. Eternally Relational is the sequel, adding
the important piece of koinonia (community). This view radically impacts
every aspect of our lives, from our interior devotional life to our exterior life
of action in mission & discipling, work, church and family.

Building on the Foundation
A Series of 5-Week “Companions” – When Jesus rescued us through faith, He
drew near to us in order to draw us near to Himself. He calls us to join Him
on His epic adventures as we live out of our spiritual DNA and express this
live upward in worship, outward in mission, and inward in disciple-making.
Each highly interactive, 5-week companion leads us directly into Bible
books, for personal study and also to grow in active, natural learning
communities.
Foundation Stones – These “blog” length building blocks build into the early
fiber of our Christian journey in a format for easy daily ingestion.
Jesus Is Enough! – A meditative guide through Jesus’ “last words” in John
15, the life-releasing picture of the Vine and the branches. What a glimpse
into how to thrive spiritually, for both new and for mature Christians.
Times of Refreshing – God’s Family deserves healthy nourishment to stimulate
growth aimed at each of our spiritual developmental levels on this lifelong
adventure of faith. This short book uses Jesus to focus on two basic concepts,
abundance & forgiveness from connecting with the Father and Son.
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What follows is not for the casual reader. My aim in writing is to partner with
the relational Trinity to release our spiritual DNA to experience “life to the
full.” Such a vibrant life is nourished best through active, natural learning in
community. I write to call men and women in Christ to radical allegiance to the
Father, Son and Spirit so we change from the inside out. This begins by seeing
how God sees, how He sees Himself, ourselves and the world of people.
Beware! These could be incendiary!

1. “You Are Strong” [in the Lord]
Radical Mutuality – In 1 John, the aged Apostle John felt compelled to write
what was essential from his perch 25 years after the last NT book had been
written. This ancient/new 1st century mental map turned the world upside
down then, koinonia flowing out of the relational Trinity, and can also today.
Created Community – Ephesians is Paul’s model for living a flourishing
Christian life. Ephesians reflects the distilled essence of what Paul spoke as
he planted and strengthened thriving churches in the 1 st century.
Enjoying His Presence – For our 21st century lives as Christians, nothing is
more vital than grasping and responding to the moment-by-moment life God
freely offers His people, even in the routine. Journey through various Psalms.

2. “The Word of God Lives in You”
Mining God’s Word – This hands-on approach draws our hearts to love God’s
Word. It helps all believers build solid Bible study in a time-proven, user
friendly approach. Think BIG-small-BIG as you soak in God’s Word.
Cultivating Disciples – This read-along through Paul’s earliest letter flows out
of 1 Thessalonians. This key community-building letter, with a thoroughly
relational Trinitarian view of life, is Paul’s vision to launch and grow
disciples in reproducing faith-communities as His Word works in us.

3. “You Have Overcome the Evil One”
Training our Twelve as Disciples (draft)–Jesus is not only our perfect “moral”
model, but also our ministry model. The Gospels are our blueprint to
recapture some of the vibrancy of 1 st century disciples for the church today.
Sailing the High Seas – The relational Community-God Himself is our model
for all leadership. This more community-based leadership dialog honors
positional leadership while releasing God’s people to reach their potential.
I write with three large concerns: (1) that I might convince your mind before
God ravishes your heart with His relational love; (2) that you will read these
books alone and be helped greatly…and settle for the helpful, but partial,
change gained from learning as individuals, missing out on God’s greater call
to live as “persons-in-community; (3) that you might in some way view what I
write as a finished program that will bring growth like a vending machine! No
such thing exists because we are following the Living God.
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Psalm 13
1

Here are a few other scattered thoughts if you want to dig a bit deeper
into lament.
Let me pause and dig down a bit. Some Christians have been taught that
we must only think and say nice things about God. If we are feeling that
He has dumped on us, we feel a bit of shame harboring such thoughts.
We put on a good face. Is that how we relate with our best friend?
Personally, I want friends who love me and are honest and
straightforward with me, even when it “hurts good.”
Remember Jesus in the Garden of Gethsemane? Jesus was deeply
distressed, troubled and deeply grieved. What did Jesus do? He openly
expressed His honest feelings to His Father in prayer, holding back
nothing (Mark 14:35-36). And Jesus returned again a second time to lean
into His Father in their honest, vulnerable and authentic friendship.
Yes, life often deals us bad cards. What do we do with these cards?
These opportunities present God with a powerful means to launch us
toward fuller spiritual life…if we lean in.
Even though bad things happen to us, God promises to cause all of these
to work together for good (Romans 8:28). And God has never even
broken one of His promises. Certainly, the event is still horrific. I almost
entitled Palm 13: “When the Buzzards Circle.” And also beneath tough
times, God has rich treasure buried awaiting our discovery for good.
2

God is good, always for us, able to act in this horrific circumstance for
what is ultimately for our highest and best. God does good…always
…because He is good. Yes, this leaves us in mystery and confusion at
times… and doubt when we insist on our own spin.
3

This aligns with Ephesians 1:3-14. The Father, Son and Spirit richly
pour out their blessings, and each paragraph finishes with “to the praise
of His glory.” That’s it, the Christian life in a nutshell. Under the
empowering presence of the Spirit, as we model our lives on this
Biblical way of looking at life, our inner being will rejoice. We sing
because God deals bountifully with us through His loving kindness.
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Psalm 8
1

Our value and worth is set by the value of the one who created us. We
can never determine the weight of our own identity by what we do or
fail to do. The value of our authentic identity is determined solely by
the value and worth of our Creator. How high is His worth and value?

